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MAROPIU -THE SCHOOL 

(‘1904-2004 CENTENNIAL’) 

 

MAROPIU PRIMARY SCHOOL 1904-1965 

 MAROPIU DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL INCLUDING PRIMARY 1961-1974 

 KAIHU VALLEY PRIMARY 1975… 

 

FOREWORD 

 

“That our children may be taught the English language”  
1 

 

The responses of ‘First Nation People’ communities to the Native Schools Acts varied. In some regions of 
the country there was a great enthusiasm for establishing schools, whilst in other regions with large ‘First 
Nation People’ populations no schools at all were established. 

 As the Act required a formal request from a committee in a ‘First Nation People’ community and as land 
had to be gifted to the Crown before a school could be established, the geographical spread of Native 
schools gives an insight into the diversity of ‘First Nation People’ responses to Crown policy. Hapu in Te tai 
Tokerau and Te tai Rawhiti were the most enthusiastic about schools. They had been neutral or had fought 
alongside Crown forces in the recent wars and had been little affected by war operations. Thus, in 1871, 
Rangatira at Mangawhare in the northern Kaipara region wrote to Rogan, the local Resident Magistrate.  

Their letter, as translated, read… 

 

“Our first word is to talk about the school. Great is our approval. Let schools be established in these districts 
that our children may be taught the English language and other branches of education. Let the troubles be 

confined to the other end of the island”. 
2 

 

PLEASE NOTE: 

I HAVE USED THE NAME ‘FIRST NATION PEOPLE’ INSTEAD OF ‘MAORI’ IN THIS DOCUMENT BECAUSE ORIGINALLY THEY DID NOT 

KNOW THEMSELVES AS ‘MAORI’ (WHICH COULD MEAN ‘THE COMMON PEOPLE’):  THESE PEOPLE GREETED EACH OTHER ,BY 

FIRST, NAMING THEIR WAKA/CANOE THEN WHANAU/FAMILY THEN HAPU/SUB TRIBE AND FINALLY IWI/TRIBE. IT IS JUST MY 

WAY OF SHOWING HOW THE EUROPEAN ‘MY PEOPLE’ STUFFED UP JUST ONE SMALL ASPECT OF THE CULTURE OF THESE PEOPLE. 
MY PROTEST IF YOU LIKE.  

NOTE: DARGAVILLE WAS ORIGINALLY KNOWN AS KAIHU. OPANAKI CHANGED TO KAIHU 1898-1900 

                                                      
1
 SOURCE:  LETTER FROM PARORE TE AWHA AND OTHERS TO ROGAN, 5 JULY 1873; 

 
2
 SOURCE: AJHR, 1873, G-1A 
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1866-67: NATIVE SCHOOL ACTS 

 
In the 1840s and 1850’s, governors and officials encouraged ‘First Nation People’ agriculture and 

subsidized denominational boarding schools that provided education for ‘First Nation People’ children in 
English and European doctors who treated ‘First Nation People’ patients. Under the Native Schools Act 
1867 and the Native Schools Act Amendment Act 1871, village schools staffed by European teachers and 
‘First Nation People’ assistants were established in communities willing to provide a site and contribute to 
the costs. Resident magistrates responsible for law enforcement in ‘First Nation People’ districts, also 
encouraged agriculture and industry and assisted the aged and destitute. As long as McLean was Native 
Minister special ‘First Nation People’ needs and values were taken into account. ‘First Nation People’ 
leaders were employed as assessors in resident magistrates' courts and sat on school committees. During 
the long depression McLean's system was retrenched and finally dismantled. Although ‘First Nation People’ 
paid rates and taxes ‘First Nation People’ communities received very little in return, except teachers’ 
salaries, until the turn of the century when Young ‘First Nation People’ Party leaders encouraged the 
economic and social amelioration of their people in association with Sir James Carroll and the Liberal 
government. A programme of health reform was initiated by ‘First Nation People’ doctors, nurses and 
sanitary inspectors through ‘First Nation People’ councils under the Department of Health. State assistance 
was belatedly provided for ‘First Nation People’ land development after Sir Apirana Ngata became Native 
Minister in 1928. After 1935 Labour, in alliance with Ratana, expanded both general and special services 
for ‘First Nation People’ communities.  

 

1894: THE GOVERNMENTS PERSPECTIVE  

 
At the end of 1892 there were 63 ordinary Native village schools, 1 experimental subsidised school (at 

Waiomio), and 4 boarding-schools receiving Government scholars. The boarding-schools remained as they 
were. The experiment at Waiomio proved unsuccessful, and has been abandoned. Five ordinary village 
schools had been closed, and four new ones opened, before the end of 1893, the number being thus 
reduced to 62, two of which —Waitapu and Matihetihe—are taught by one master, with assistance. The 
village schools closed were Ahipara, on account of the apathy of the Native people, due, perhaps, to their 
pursuit of gum-digging; Otamatea, on account of the decay of the Native settlement, and Kerikeri, 
Tangiteroria, and Matakohe, because the preponderance of Europeans seemed to render it desirable that 
the work required should be taken up by the Education Board.  

The new schools are at Otamauru, near Whakatane, Matapihi, across the water from Tauranga, Opanaki, 
in the Kaihu Valley; and Te Houhi, not far from Galatea and just within the Urewera country. 

 The average attendance at each of these schools in their normal state is between 30 and 40, but the 
latest returns show a small attendance at Opanaki, where fever had been rife, and at Matapihi there is a 
decline apparently due to the objections offered by an influential part of the scattered population to the 
Department's choice of a site for a permanent school. Early 1894 the school at Te Kao (north of Mangonui) 
was about to be reopened, Pukepoto was reopened m April, 1894. A new school was opened at Te Pupuke 
(near Whangaroa) in April, 1894, a smaller school at Parapara (in the Kaitaia district) in the same month. 

 
The number of headmasters at the end of the year was 51: of headmistresses, 10: of assistants, 44:  and 

of sewing-mistresses, 11. 
 The salaries of head-teachers ranged from £71 to £184, and those of assistants and sewing mistresses 

from £50 to such very small allowances as £6 or £7. 
 The expenditure in 1893 was £12,488. 11s. 9d: made up as follows Teachers' salaries and allowances, 

£8,725. 12s. 7d:  boarding-school allowances (including scholarships) and apprenticeship, £1,452. Is. ld: 
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buildings, fencing, furniture, &c, £669 13s. 7d: repairs and small works, £413. 17s. 10d: books and school 
requisites, £366. 3s. 3d: inspection (including travelling), £773. 16s. 10d: cost of lantern-lectures, £13. 15s. 
4d: sundries, £73. 10s. 5d.  

The net expenditure is reduced to £12,405. 6s. 3d: by the contribution of £83. 5s. 6d. from Native reserve 
funds. The cost of lantern-lectures is a new item.  

The sum of, £13. 15s. 4d: that appears in the foregoing statement was expended on an experiment tried 
at three or four schools.  

 
An arrangement has been made for extending the experiment to all the Native schools. Two lectures at 

least will be given at each school, with very good lantern illustrations in natural history and physiology, 
with hygienic aims, varied with geographical pictures and other interesting matter. 

  
The epidemic of measles seriously affected the attendance at Native schools in 1893, and made heavy 

demands on the skill and kindness of many of the teachers, who were kept busy dispensing medicines and 
giving instruction and help in sick-nursing. 

 The average weekly number of pupils belonging to the village schools was 2,220, and the average 
attendance was 1,585, which is 71.4 per cent, of the number belonging. With respect to race, 10 per cent, 
of the whole number on the school-rolls are described as half-caste, 16 per cent, as European or inclining 
to European, and 73 per cent, as ‘First Nation People’ or inclining to ‘First Nation People’. Forty-five per 
cent, of the pupils are above the age of ten years.  3 

 

AN OVERVIEW CENTERED ON THE WAIPOUA SETTLEMENT… 

 
 Soon after the passing of the Native Schools Act Amendment Act 1871, Te Rore Taoho and 22 others 

petitioned the Crown to establish schools in Te Taita, Opanaki, Waimamaku and Waipoua. Presumably 
they were willing to provide a school site and contribute to the costs of the teacher's salary and school 
maintenance which were necessary prerequisites. In 1876 a native school was started at Opanaki/Kaihu 
but attendance was very variable because people were so mobile.   

Perseverance and determination earned the ‘First Nation People’ community a village school at 
Waimamaku in 1886 that is before the arrival of the Canterbury settlement settlers. Travelling from 
Waipoua along the coast on foot or horseback proved impossible because of the distance. Families anxious 
to have their children educated, boarded them with relatives and friends in Waimamaku. Others stayed at 
home and worked. Numbers of Waipoua children attending the school varied from year to year, reflecting 
the practical difficulties of such an arrangement. Rural children boarding away from home added to the 
family's workload. Largely because of irregular attendance, most of the children known to have attended 
Waimamaku Native School failed to pass any grades. But ‘First Nation People’ parents persisted, 
demonstrating their determination to have their children educated. 
State schools were built at Katui in 1897 and Aranga in 1905. Subsequently, to provide primary schooling 
for the children of construction workers brought in to build a new inland highway linking the Hokianga with 
the Kaipara, the Waipoua Metal Camp School was established and functioned from 1926 to 1929. Children 
of permanent residents fortunate enough to have horses then transferred to the Katui School, 
necessitating a ten kilometre ride at the beginning and end of each day. There is no evidence of any 
Waipoua settlement children attending these schools.  

In 1936 the Department of Education promised the ‘First Nation People’ people of Waipoua a school but 
nothing was done. Toa Maihi Paati (Dawson Birch) protested to the Tokerau District ‘First Nation People’ 
Land Board in October 1944: “I'm darn sick of it”.  

                                                      
3 

SOURCE: PRESENTED TO BOTH HOUSES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY BY COMMAND OF HIS EXCELLENCY. 1894. 
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Letters from residents chronicle their efforts to obtain a school. Piipi Cummins offered three acres of her 
land for a school site in 1940 at which time there were 15 children of school age. The native school 
inspector visited the site but preferred a more central location. A request for a central site of four acres 
was made by the Education Board to the then Department of Forestry who by this time was the largest 
land owner and employer in Waipoua. The forest service replied that it was impossible to release the 
portion of the area referred to, as it was reserved for their administration and a sawmill site.   

Ata Paniora offered to donate land from his already depleted holdings. Disagreement among officials 
about the suitability of the site, wartime exigencies and problems of access delayed approval and 
construction. Meanwhile, Mick Milich, greatly frustrated by the lack of schooling for his and other Waipoua 
children, transported them over the rough roads to Katui School.  

Turi Birch was one of these children. Starting school at the age of 13, he recalled with vivid detail his early 
experiences at Kaihu. The teacher, a ‘European’, could not speak ‘Maori’. To help overcome the language 
barrier a ‘First Nation People’ woman from Waipoua, Kahuru Pumipi, was employed as the ‘interpreter’. 
She could understand a little English to translate to the children, but she could not speak English, and so 
could not converse with the teacher or clarify technical detail.  

The children, though fearful of this new foreign experience, made slow patient progress as they were 
taught the alphabet letter by letter. Stalemates resulted when the teacher produced a picture of an object 
unknown to either pupil or interpreter. None of the children from Waipoua knew what a snake was. The 
picture looked a bit like a tuna (eel) so after urgent conference between the pupils, they took a calculated 
guess and suggested that the letter “s” stood for “tuna”!   

At last, in September 1946, the Waipoua Native School opened with a roll of 24. The roll fluctuated year 
by year. In 1957, the school teacher supervised three students who were taking their secondary schooling 
by correspondence. They were the first children from Waipoua to reach this level. That year the roll fell to 
eight pupils. Therefore the contributing district, in accordance with Department of Education policy, 
decided to close the school in 1958.  

At this time the pros and cons of rural school consolidation were being widely debated and Waipoua 
Settlement parents believed that their children would benefit from attending a consolidated school even if 
this involved long bus journeys each day to and from Aranga School 20 kilometres away. An assistant 
teacher, appointed to Aranga School to cater for the increasing numbers of pupils, lived in the former 
school house at Waipoua and drove the school bus. The bus would leave the old school site at 7.45 am and 
return at 5 pm.  

Bertha Sowter remembered times when the road was too muddy for the bus to come to the settlement. 
She then had to walk to the saddle on the Waipoua river road to catch the bus, often poorly clothed and 
without adequate footwear because they were a large, poor family. She remembered not reaching home 
until 7 pm.  

Richard Paniora remembered the long tiring bus rides to and from Aranga School. By the time he went to 
high school at Maropiu, 40 kilometres distant, the bus only came as far as forest headquarters. He would 
catch the 6.30 am forest workers truck to the headquarters before catching the three other buses he 
needed to get to school.  

The alternatives to long walks or rides to pick up points for buses and the ten to 11 hour school days, 
were boarding away from home or Correspondence School. But the latter was only a realistic option for 
English speaking households where an adult was available to assist the pupils and which had regular mail 
services. The school had been established since 1926 but no special correspondence courses for rural, 
‘Maori’ speaking children had ever been provided.  

For post-primary education, Waipoua children could attend Maropiu District High School until it closed in 
1973. Since then, they have had to attend Dargaville High School and board on a weekly basis at the school 
hostel. Waipoua families generally have been and are unable to afford the alternative of sending their 
children to denominational boarding schools, such as Te Aute College and Queen Victoria College.  
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NEWS CLIPS FROM PAPERS PAST GIVES ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE… 

 
NORTHERN WAIROA 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVIII, ISSUE 4652, 23 JULY 1872, 
‘FIRST NATION PEOPLE’ ASKED TO GIVE LAND FOR SCHOOLS. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVII, 
ISSUE 4472, 25 DECEMBER 1871 
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DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXXII, 
ISSUE 5310, 19 OCTOBER 1876 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXXII,  
ISSUE 5346, 1 DECEMBER 1876 
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MANGAWHARE READY FOR A SCHOOL 
DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXXII,  
ISSUE 5324, 4 NOVEMBER 1876 

 
 

DAILY SOUTHERN CROSS, VOLUME XXVIII, 
ISSUE 4667, 9 AUGUST 1872 
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I REMEMBER… 

 

There has been a school at Maropiu for over 100 years and I was fortunate enough to be at both the 
fiftieth and centennial celebrations. 

I spent all of my school days at this school, retiring at the ripe old age of fifteen to work on my parent’s 
farm two miles south from school, on the Maropiu Settlement Road. 

Did I learn anything at this school? I guess I did: I learnt to stick up for myself:  being a tiny ‘European’ in 
those early days was always going to be a challenge at a multi-cultural school.  Fortunately for me though, 
being friends with the family ‘Te Waite’ was a saviour. Paul Te Waite was very big! 

Summer was always a treat with our daily excursions to the swimming hole in the Kaihu River. Winter was 
great as well with our Saturday trek into Memorial Park at Mangawhare for a game of footy with our very 
diverse Waima school boys’ team.  

I will always remember playing on those very damp, tidal prone playing fields. If it was a high spring tide 
the game was cancelled. Washing the mud off under that cold shower by the tea rooms was not that 
thrilling either, but then a treat to the movies after the game was always worthwhile, especially if we had 
beaten those southern lads. Which was very often? We actually won the competition one year as the 
following photo will prove.   

The change from Primary School to include a District High School was convenient for my parents. They 
were not looking forward to having to board me out at Dargaville… who would milk the cows and feed the 
pigs and chooks?   Timing was perfect for them as I started High School the same year of the opening.    

Some would say I just went to high school to eat my lunch and to play sports. Well to play sports was partly 
right:  a Kaihu friend ate my lunch after I had traded with him for Passionfruit. Apparently there was a very 
productive vine growing in Kaihu. 

I enjoyed playing sports. The lunch time netball games: boy’s verses girls, was always a thrill, but it was 
those games of rugby after school that I enjoyed the most. Three or four aside down on Panapa’s field by 
the Kaihu River opposite the Ahikiwi Marae:  dodging the horse poo and thistles was always a big challenge 
and arriving home late to help with the milking was sometimes a problem. But it was through my learning 
the game of rugby that when I finally did catch up both physically and mentally with my mates, it was then 
that I would finally earn some respect and match those lads who had matured sooner than I had.   

Our teachers changed often at High School: I guess it was due to Maropiu being in the back blocks and not 
that attractive for those wanting to climb the ladder in the education world. This had a tendency to affect 
our learning as we would just get used to a certain teachers method of teaching:  then in the New Year we 
would have to acclimatise again with another new face. This is my excuse any way for leaving school at 
such a young age.  

To be honest though learning the basics of the three R’s at this school certainly helped me through my life, 
but now that I am compiling these history journals of our Valley and Districts the computer corrects my 
grammar and spelling and I wonder, sometimes, just how much I did learn? 

Computers!!  So many changes in my generation:  We have it so easy these days with the help of modern 
technology: Information at our fingertips, for all generations.  
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ABOVE:  WAIMA SCHOOL BOYS TEAM 
YOURS TRULY WITH SHIELD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: MAROPIU SCHOOL PROBABLY ABOUT 1940 AFTER RENOVATIONS HAD BEEN DONE 
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HISTORY FOR THE ARRIVAL OF A SCHOOL AT MAROPIU 

 

JOHN SNOWDEN 

(HONE HIKA REWITI) 

 

 

PUSH FOR A SCHOOL BEGAN IN 1902 

 

‘John Snowden’ who had married ‘Meri’ daughter of Netana Patuawa (Nathan)’, made a push for a school 
as early as 1902, when he wrote to the Minister of Education, applying for a school on behalf of the ‘First 
Nation People’: he named 39 ‘First Nation’ children and 15 ‘European’ children in the area and also offered 
land for a building. 

The local timber industry was in full swing and by this time a hotel, butcher shop and trading store had 
been established at Maropiu.  

With a new railway line passing through to Kaihu and later to Donnelly’s Crossing the population had 
reached a peak and so the demand for a school was certainly there. 

John had been the Publican at Maunganui Bluff/Aranga Hotel and also featured in the Maropiu Hotel 
which had been built by Netana Patuawa his father in-law. The hotel was situated on an acre of land in 
Trounson’s Paddock across the Maropiu Settlement Road right opposite the existing school. Miss Trounson 
would later buy this acre, less the Pub and the land would become part of Trounson’s farm… 

Following are some of the names that John Snowden sent to the Education Board with a plea to 
establish a school at Maropiu… 
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BOARD OF EDUCATION 
AUCKLAND STAR, VOLUME XXXIV, ISSUE 197, 19 AUGUST 1903 
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Just some of the Auckland Education Board records held by New Zealand Archives provide an insight 
into the process by which Maropiu gained its first school which opened in a hall offered by John 
Snowden on October 3, 1904… 
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Note: And so it is obvious from past records that the establishment of the school at Maropiu was due to 
the dedicated efforts by ‘John Snowden’ also known as ‘Hone Heke Reweti’ … 

  

The outcome was an unnamed Education Board Inspector wanted a school established “without delay” or 
arrangements made to transport “Maropiu children to the school at Opanaki” (Kaihu).   

He suggested offering the Railways 200 –250 pounds annually to alter timetables so children could travel 
both ways by train but Railways said the suggested changes were not possible.     

Another school inspector, Mr Mulgan, opposed the proposal on the grounds that the train already 
provided transport one way to Kaihu.  

He wrote: “The railway line more or less provides a good road in all weather for the children to walk along. 
Four miles a day – the outside limit for all but a few: it does not seem to me to be an excessive distance for 
children to travel.” 

Mr Mulgan must have found supporters, because in March 1903 Mr Snowden was advised that the Board 
refused the application. However Mr Snowden was persistent and his subsequent pleas included one to 
the Public Health Department. 

A second application to the Education Board was made in May 1904, saying there were 75 school age 
children in the area and that the train was not viable.  Finally on August 30 1904   a resolution was moved 
by members of the Education Board that “a school be opened in the building provided by the settlers and 
that a male teacher is appointed as soon as possible”.  

 One of those board members was Northern Wairoa personality, John Stallworthy, who in 1916 wrote the 
history book ‘Early Northern Wairoa’. 

Mr W L Ingerson was appointed teacher of the soon to be opened school and a month later Board minutes 
recorded that Mr E R Ellis be appointed to act as local manager. Mr Ingerson remained for almost ten years 
when he was followed by Mr S C Jones. 

Minutes do not record the actual opening on October 17 in the hall which was to be its home until 1907, 
but other records show there were 24 children on the first day and 43 by the end of the month. 

 

Note:  It appears the school was initially controlled by the Kaihu School committee: after the Kaihu 
School district was divided into Kaihu and Maropiu from January 1, 1905 an initial committee was 
formed under the chairmanship of Mr E R Ellis. 

 It also appears that early meetings were held in the Maropiu Hotel and after its demise, in Mr 
Trounson’s woolshed and or Mr Marchant’s store or the local butchery. 
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FROM ARCHIVE RECORDS THE FOLLOWING NAMES ATTENDED IN 1904 (SURNAME FIRST) 

 

Bread  
Gladwin 

Bread Gertrude Ellis Rees Ellis Melina Foy Henry 

Foy Monty Foy Jessie Hepata Pita Hau Hepata Rikihana 
Hau 

Hita Tara Ihaia. 

Hita Hiria Hita Shedrack Hita Richard Mitchell 
Roderick 

Mitchell  Samuel. 

Mitchell 
Elsie 

Mitchell Ilma Mitchell William Morgan Charles Morgan John. 

Morgan 
Thos 

George 

Morgan Edward Napier Lovey Napier Friday Nathan Thos.           
Panapa William 

Panapa  
Ngapera 

Panapa  Lily N Panapa Monika 
J 

Panapa Emma J.  

Poka  Peri Rahui Pare Rahui Piri Rahui Mary Smith Henry. 

Snowden 
Peter 

Snowden 
Holloway 

Snowden 
Dorothy 

Snowden Eliza Sproule William. 

Waikato 
James 

Watene Percy Watene Marian Wipene Enoka Wipene Ahenata. 

Wipene 
Sophia 

    

 

PERMANENT BUILDING NEEDED 

 

It appears that while Mr Snowden’s hall was gratefully received it had its shortcomings and that moves to 
get a dedicated school building began almost immediately after the school’s opening in October 1904.  

Early in 1905 the school committee secretary wrote; “Residents of Maropiu have been trying to get a 
school for some time. They are at present holding school in the old ‘First Nation People’ hall and have an 
average of 39” He also noted that three acres had been offered for a new permanent site by John 
Snowden. 

An application was made for a 27 by 20 foot classroom with a 14 by 10 porch plus 25 desks, blackboards, 
etc. and outbuildings at a total cost of 365 pounds. 

An inspector supported the application, noting that the school was well established but in an unsuitable 
building. Local Education Board member John Stallworthy went further, saying “wind was blowing through 
the walls”.  

1906 correspondence from the Land and Survey Department showed the population was expected to 
remain constant as new settlers arrived to replace losses through the decline in the gum and timber 
industries.  
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It seems that inspector Mulgan’s earlier negative reports caused more problems and that there was 
confusion over the school’s status as the Education Board was asked to clarify the matter for the Secretary 
of Education.  

Its letter of 16/12/1905 noted the process leading up to the school’s opening and concluded that the time 
had arrived for a new building. 

Board minutes of June 1905 record that Railways be consulted about timetables and that the school 
committee be asked to recommend a suitable site for a building. 

August 1905 saw the Board apply for a special grant of up to 300 pounds, which was approved in February, 
but promptly followed by a request for another 20 pounds to cover architect’s fees. 

In May the Board’s architect was asked to design a school for 50 scholars and in November asked that the 
land be acquired – noting that it was being donated. It concluded “there is now no reason why the 
erection of a building should not be proceeded with so it may be ready for occupation immediately after the 
Christmas vacation”. 

The contract went to Messrs Spiers and Gould at a total cost of 305 pounds 13 shillings and six pence. The 
building was officially opened by John Stallworthy on April 24, 1907. 

 

WILLIAM SPIERS 

 

Left:  William Archibald Spiers was born in Perthshire, Scotland, where 
he grew up and learned the building trade from his father, 

William eventually immigrated to New Zealand to become an 
enthusiastic, dedicated citizen of Northern Wairoa. 

Leaving Scotland in 1872 aged twenty-four, he went first to Sydney 
before heading to Fiji to see where his brother had been murdered and 
where he stayed awhile to help put down civil unrest. Two years after 
leaving Scotland Spiers arrived in Kaipara. For a while he shifted down to 
Dunedin but soon returned to the Northern Wairoa where Joseph 
Dargaville was building his own town. William Spiers was back to stay. 

He was credited with many of the early buildings in Dargaville, as well as 
doing much work in outlying areas. One of his first jobs was Joseph Dargaville’s store on the corner of 
Hokianga Road and Parenga Street, now the site of Orr’s Pharmacy and New Asian Restaurant. It was the 
town’s first proper store, later taken over by Mitchelson Bros to become that much photographed building. 
Spiers later went into partnership with “Pop” Gould. 

Between 1876 and 1906 he built a school house in Aoroa and the Aratapu Anglican Church, post office and 
school house. During those years Spiers also won the contract for a new school house and a hotel at 
Maropiu, finished off the Kaihu railway station and made major alterations to the Mangawhare 
Commercial Hotel.  4 

 
 

 

                                                      
4 

SOURCE: BRIAN EASTWOOD 
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SCHOOL TEACHER'S DEATH 

EVENING POST, VOLUME CXXXIV, ISSUE 75, 25 SEPTEMBER 1942 

 

 

 

GROWING PUPIL NUMBERS REQUIRES A LARGER SCHOOL BUILDING AND TEACHER’S HOUSE… 

 

Education Board files held by NZ Archives show by 1930, with a role of 44, the original 27 by 20 foot 
classroom was inadequate and moves began to have the building upgraded and also acquire a teacher’s 
house. At that stage the teacher was living at the Kaihu Hotel and commuting by service car (bus). 

However an application for 479 pounds to extend the building from 540 square feet to 630 and install a 
partition to provide two 18 by 17 foot classrooms was turned down “because of financial stringency”. 

A year later the Education Board suggested moving a building from Mamaranui School which had closed 
because of lack of pupils. It also suggested moving a “Bach” at that stage housing a Kairara teacher - from 
Mamaranui to become a Teacher’s house at Maropiu.  

The school had missed the chance of a house in 1914 when it appears that the first teacher, Mr Ingerson, 
offered his house to the board but lack of funds saw the offer declined. 

In May 1932, Maropiu secretary, F. W. Player, wrote: “we know finances are pretty bad but we really think 
we are entitled to one or the other (school building option) as the school is too small for the teachers to be 
able to concentrate on their work or the pupils either. The primers and lower standards make so much noise 
with their lessons.” 

And in case that failed, he continued: “I think to myself that country people, farmers of course, should get 
something from the government for their children as they have the majority of the rest to carry on their 
backs”.   

In March 1934 375 pounds were granted for the classrooms extension. 

However locals kept the heat on over the accommodation with a letter to Finance Minister Gordon Coates 
in July, seeking urgent assistance.  It bore fruit as a grant of 623 pounds was approved two weeks later and 
the house was built before the end of 1934. 

The original house remained until mid-1990 when it was moved out of the district despite local opposition. 
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BELOW LEFT:  SCHOOL HOUSE 1948  
 

RIGHT:   A NEW RESIDENCE WAS BUILT FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL AND WAS STILL 

IN USE IN 2004 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEACHERS’ PAY WAS MODEST BY TODAY’S STANDARDS 

 

Government records held at Archives NZ show that in 1911 Mr Ingerson was paid a princely sum of 157 
pounds and ten shillings ($315) annually for his being the sole teacher in charge of the 24 children at what 
the Education Department listed as a Grade 3 school. He also received another 20 pounds for a housing 
allowance.  

In 1923 the school had 39 students and two teachers with Cyril J Cox being paid 303 pounds and Dorothy 
Hudson 223 pounds. 

Later records do not show salaries of individual staff but of interest is a general comment in the Education 
Department’s annual report for 1943 which notes the war’s impact on education. 

“Right from the beginning of the war the teaching service has given up to the armed services practically all 
the young men teachers as they have completed training and, in many cases, before they have done so.” It 
noted this had caused major staffing difficulties.  
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HALF CENTURY CELEBRATIONS 

 

Maropiu celebrated its half century with two days of festivities on October 23rd and 24th, 1954. 

It was estimated that these attracted at least 400 former pupils, teachers, board members and well-
wishers back to Maropiu. 

At that time George Morrish was the committee chairman and Harry Yeoman the head teacher. 

Celebrations began with past and present students assembling near the Kaihu River before marching to the 
school to be met with a challenge and haka.   

The official ceremony opened with the then national anthem, “God Save the Queen” and a minute of 
silence in acknowledgement of deceased former pupils.  Prayers were conducted by the Bishop of 
Aotearoa, ‘The Right Reverend W N Panapa’, himself a former pupil, and entertainment was provided by 
students and the ‘First Nation People’ choir. 

Afternoon entertainment included tennis and was followed by a hangi at Ahikiwi Marae. A Jubilee Ball in 
the Kaihu Hall climaxed the day. 

Sunday saw an interdenominational service held at the school, conducted by Bishop Panapa and this was 
followed by a Jubilee Dinner at Ahikiwi. 

The celebrations made a profit and part of this was spent purchasing a record player, Presto duplicator and 
library books the following year. The celebrations received considerable publicity in the Northland Times 
which in one issue published a history of the school plus a list of its teachers and board chairmen, then the 
following day a report on the weekend function. It noted that one of the biggest surprises was the 
attendance of the first teacher W L Ingerson who was not expected as he had not been able to be 
contacted. Dignitaries present included Hobson MP S. Smith, representing the Minister of Education and 
Education Board member, H Mawson of Dargaville, representing the board. It is also noted the school 
proudly acknowledging its progress by noting that recent additions included a new shelter shed a milk 
room, high pressure water supply and septic tank drainage. Close co-operation between the school and 
community was evidenced by the amount of modern equipment possessed by the school, including a 
piano, sound (movie?) projector and film strip projector, radio and motor mower. 
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ABOVE:  SOME OF THE MORE THAN 400 PEOPLE ATTENDING THE 50TH JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS IN OCTOBER 1954 

YOURS TRULY IN FRONT KNEELING BLOND BOY 

 
 
 
 

LEFT:  MR. AND MRS. MORRISH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

RIGHT:  GEORGE MORRISH (LEFT) AND CHARLIE HUME 
TWO FORMER COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN WELL KNOWN FOR THEIR 

SERVICE TO MAROPIU SCHOOL 
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MAROPIU CHILDREN FEATURE IN NEW ZEALAND HERALD5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maropiu children found fame on the pages of the New Zealand 
Herald when they visited radio station 1YA during an Auckland 
trip in 1954 where they stayed with Newton Central School 
families who later came north to learn about life in the country. 

The exchanges proved a culture shock for many Maropiu students 
who could not imagine a school with no grassed area and many of 
whom had never seen cooking and heating with coal gas. 

Visits included the museum, a glass works, wool plant, the Pinex 
factory, and of course the radio where they recorded their voices. 
A Herald photographer was on hand and the photo above and the 
accompanying story made it into the paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5 

SOURCE: BOOK TITLE, MAROPIU SCHOOL GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS: 23RD AND 24TH OCTOBER, 1954 AT MAROPIU, AHIKIWI AND KAIHU. 

COMMENCED AT 9.30 A.M. 23RD OCTOBER, 1954. PUBLISHED BY MAROPIU SCHOOL JUBILEE COMMITTEE, 1954. 
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE DECISIONS FROM 1948-1963 

 

It was not possible to locate very early minute books but perusal of minutes from 1948 to 1963 make 
interesting reading and show the less demanding role of school committees then.  Excerpts include… 

 

September 1948:  A ‘bring and buy’ be held at the annual picnic and that proceeds be spent on books for 
the school library. 

May 1949:  That material is bought for drill rompers and that they remain the property of the school.  

March 1950:  An urgent need for water supply at the school.  

September 1951:  After a discussion on a memorial to soldiers of the school it was decided to go ahead 
with the Maropiu School Roll of Honour and to instruct (unreadable) to proceed with the work. 

March 1952: That 30 pounds are paid to the school children for cleaning of the school during year. 

October 1953:  The committee discussed purchasing a “Whirlwind” motor to reduce the amount of school 
time consumed in keeping the grounds in order. 

February 1955:  On account of the state of the finances, pupils will no longer be supplied with free 
stationery:  but that the head teacher continues to purchase stationery in bulk for resale to pupils. 

  Authorised purchase of a record player, “Presto” duplicator and library books from funds donated by the 
Jubilee Committee. 

May 1955:  Write to the Education Board protesting at the overcrowded conditions and asking that some 
form of relief be provided. 

September 1955:  Write to the Education Board requesting that a departmental bus be supplied to convey 
pupils to school, stressing inconvenience to parents at present carrying their own children. 

February 1958:  Write to Mrs Stevenson and Rev Hobbs to advise them that further religious instruction at 
the school is not required. 

December 1958:  That the secretary work out a roster among the committee to mow the school lawns. 

February 1959:  That the secretary be provided with a list of children who have failed to pay book money 
with the object of writing to their parents in an endeavour to procure same. 

May 1959: Provided Mr Watene was available he is to be paid 30 shillings per week as grounds man. 

November 1960:  That Mr Morfett procures samples of high school uniforms to be shown before a general 
householders meeting. 

April 1961:  Householders meeting held at Maropiu D. H. S (40 attending):  Mr Salter stated that “the 
teachers had been under difficulties with the building of the new high school going on around them”. 

There were nineteen nominations for seven committee positions: L Morfett (elected chairman), J Salter, A 
Katavich, J Tripp, G Clement, W Mold and Mrs Hartnell were successful. 

It was moved that the new committee make application for a school dental clinic. 

May 1961:  The new house has been ordered from Keith Hay Ltd and should be habitable in 8 weeks. 

September 1961:  There are now 8 typewriters in the secondary department. 

A works committee is to be formed from parents who will carry out the construction of the pool along with 
some members of the school committee. 
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November 1961:  Motion approving letter of protest to Education Board included: “The very existence of 
the secondary department is also jeopardised by the complete lack of staff for 1962”. 

December 1962:  Agreed that “Persevere” be adopted as the school motto. 

January 1963:  To send two buses of children to Waitangi Day celebrations (attended by the Queen). 

February 1963:  All children to visit Dargaville to see Governor General on April 23. 

May 1963:  Householders meeting noted 640 pounds raised for swimming pool. 

 

DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL FOLLOWED YEARS OF REQUEST 

 

Hindsight is a great advantage, more than 40 years after the closure of Maropiu’s secondary department it 
is perhaps possible to say the idea was never likely to prove a long term success. However, in the late 
1950’s residents and parents from Mamaranui to Tutamoe did not have this advantage and were unhappy 
at secondary schooling options available. 

Many north of Kaihu boarded in Dargaville or received their secondary education by correspondence. 
Students south of Kaihu spent “a great deal of their time in a bus”, according to a 1956 report. 

The same report notes that for “some years now thought has been given to how children north of Kaihu 
might be provided with secondary schooling.” 

It appears that this went as far as actually establishing a Form 3 at Aranga School but was scrapped 
through lack of support.  There was even official talk about running a “railcar service” from Donnelly’s 
Crossing to Dargaville. 

Education Board records held by Archives NZ show that Kaihu was considered the most central site for a 
secondary school but buildings there were already on their last legs and finding land was difficult. 

In October 1957 Auckland Education Board visited the area and met residents. Its secretary, manager, G. H. 
Shortland, later noted that all six primary schools were enthusiastic about a district High School, although 
correspondence suggests Mamaranui was lukewarm.  

Closing Kaihu and consolidating it at Maropiu was also suggested and in November a meeting of 28 Kaihu 
parents unanimously supported this. 

Mr Shortland wanted Maropiu D. H. S open in February 1959 but opposition from Dargaville High School - 
fearing a high school at Maropiu would worsen an already falling roll – appears largely responsible for a 
decision being deferred for two years. But Kaihu did close on February 4, 1958. 

The deferral went down like a lead balloon with locals, and a Northland Times story from September 23, 
1958 notes that 90 people attended a meeting to protest. A letter from the meeting said it caused “grave 
concern” and MP Sid Smith was asked to intervene.  That got things moving because on October 7 the 
Times noted that the Minister of Education met with a deputation and was “sympathetic”. 

On October 21 instructions were issued for acquiring land and on November 24 the Minister formally 
approved the D. H. S for opening in 1961.   The following June, parents were invited to meetings to discuss 
how the new secondary department would operate.  

It was opened on February 1 1961, under the leadership of Principal Hilton Donnell and 19 nominations 
were received in April for a committee of seven of which Mr Les Morfett was elected chairman. 

The Northland Times reported that 40 residents turned out to that meeting. 

Subjects taught included English, Social Studies, Mathematics, Science, Clothing and Textiles, Music and 
Art. 
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 But it is clear both from committee minutes and from the recollections of Des Olney, printed in this 
compilation, that it was not always plain sailing.  

In 1962 a special committee meeting protested that the school had not been fully staffed since opening 
and had no permanent staff except part time manual teachers. 

Records show that in 1966 concern was expressed that in five years the role had fallen from 56 to 32, with 
proximity to Dargaville High School seen as the main reason. 

The regional Superintendent of Education, in 1969, complimented principal, Herb Rata on what he was 
achieving but a 1973 inspector’s report predicted the secondary department’s demise.  

The inspector was impressed by the “excellent working facilities” and praised the previous year’s School 
Certificate results. But noting a role of only 17 and that the sole sixth former was doing most of her study 
by correspondence, he said, “It is now felt that numbers have decreased to a stage where progress must 
be affected through lack of competition.” 

The secondary department, which seemed a good idea 13 years earlier, closed on January 31, 1974.   

Two years later the closing of Mamaranui School to consolidate to Maropiu saw the Maropiu name traded 
for Kaihu Valley to better represent the district as a whole. 

 

BELOW:  SCHOOL COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN LES MORFETT AND HIS WIFE JACE ARE WELCOMED TO THE OPENING CEREMONY 

IN 1961. 
 (NOTE THE OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL IN THE BACKGROUND) 
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ABOVE:  OPENING ADDRESS’S  
 

ADULTS FROM LEFT; HILTON AND MRS. DONNELL: HOBSON MP, SID SMITH AND MRS. SMITH: LES AND MRS. MORFETT. 
 

FASHION PARADE HELD AT THE HIGH SCHOOL OFFICIAL OPENING 

(From memory the girls made their outfits in the new Manual Department)  

LEFT BELOW:  CAROL MUDFORD WITH MAUREEN MORFETT BEHIND 
RIGHT BELOW:  JANE WEBSTER 
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LEFT: JANICE 

MCLEAN 
 
 

RIGHT: NANETTE 

MORFETT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

BELOW LEFT:  

ANN WEBSTER 
BELOW 

RIGHT:  HEAD 

GIRL. LINDA 

WALTERS 
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SCHOOL FASHION PARADE HELD IN THE KAIHU HALL… 

 

 

 
LEFT:  GAELENE HAITANA 

 
RIGHT:  WINNIE TE WHATA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LEFT: GEORGIA CLEMENT 
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MANUAL DAY 

 
COOKING, SEWING FOR THE FEMALES  

AND WOODWORK FOR THE LADS 

 

 Note:  Shirley Rokela was the girls’ clothing teacher and they all loved her. I can remember how sad they 
all were when she told them she was leaving because she was going to have children of her own.  Edgar 
Bradley took the lads for woodwork. 

The fashion parade was held at the end of the year and parents were invited. Maybe it was the same 
time as the prize giving. I seem to think that it was held beside the manual block on the east side and the 
parents sat on chairs set out on the lawn. 

 
THE FOLLOWING PHOTOS ARE TAKEN OF THE NEW COOKING CLASSES: 

 PRIMARY PUPILS IN FORMS 1 AND 2 CAME FROM EITHER, TUTAMOE, DONNELLY'S CROSSING OR ARANGA FOR MANUAL.  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE OPENING OF THE NEW SCHOOL POOL 

 

The addition of a new swimming pool meant big changes at the 
school. Until then students like Mizpah Panapa, pictured left about 
1953, had to walk to the Kaihu River and take their chances on the 
state of the water.  Having a pool to train in allowed swimmers like 
Joseph Hemopo, (below) pictured after winning 1981, to more than 
keep up with other 
local schools. 
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RIGHT AND BELOW:  ABOUT 1950: 

PUPILS AT THE SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL IN THE KAIHU RIVER 
MANY FORMER PUPILS WILL REMEMBER LEARNING TO SWIM 

IN THE KAIHU RIVER JUST BELOW THE ROAD BRIDGE. 
 
 
 
 

BEHIND THE WILLOW ON THE RIGHT:  JUST BEYOND THE BEND 

WAS THE MUCH REMEMBERED SWIMMING HOLE 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHOTOGRAPH’S TAKEN AT THE POOL’S OFFICIAL OPENING 

 
RIGHT:  LINDA WALTERS PINNING A BOUQUET TOO MRS. LOGAN SLOAN’S DRESS, THE LOCAL 

MP’S WIFE AT THE OPENING OF THE SCHOOL POOL  
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FROM SCHOOL TO A WOOLSHED 

 

Maropiu’s original school building was still around for the centennial even though it left the school grounds 
about 1966 for a very different use. 

It was purchased by Ernie Ramsey who owned a farm opposite and saw an ideal starting point for a 
woolshed. 

He recalls paying 60 pounds for it and was then faced with the task of transporting the large building about 
a kilometre up the narrow winding road. 

The lean-to on the southern side was chopped off and the main building was then lifted onto Ramsey and 
Son’s transporter with the aid of two forklifts. 

However, the overhang at the back was so great that a forklift had to support the rear all the way up the 
hill. 

Mr Ramsey says by the time it got to the site some of the floor joists were pushed almost up to window 
level and it almost fell off the transporter while being manoeuvred onto the new site. 

While the shell may have been ideal there was still a lot of work needed to produce a woolshed. 

 

 
 

LEFT:  THE SCHOOL BUILDING BEING UNLOADED 

ONTO ITS NEW SITE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

NOW A SHEARING SHED
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LEFT: IN 2004 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF MEMORIES 

 

SALLY GROOM 

 

   LEFT:  FORMER TEACHER SALLY GROOME SHARING 

HER CENTENARY CONGRATULATIONS WITH TWO OF HER 

YOUNGEST GREAT GRANDCHILDREN, CALLUM NOLAN 

(4) AND MADELENE SPENCE (5) 
 

 

 

Well-known local centenarian Sally Groome, who died in 2003, was about 90 when she wrote these 
memories of teaching at Maropiu in the 1920’s. Thank you to her family for allowing them to be used here 
in slightly abridged form… 

 

Yes, our beautiful valley was so called and the train was the life-line to all the people who dwelt there.  

They looked forward to its special chug-chug and whistle six days of the week, coming to halt at each little 
station, maybe to put off passengers, cream cans, groceries, etc. 

Let’s pause at Maropiu for it was there I'd hop off the train or perhaps a jigger (these used to go over the 
line each day to see if all was clear) and walk or ride a mile to school, crossing over the sturdy, well-
structured bridge spanning the meandering Kaihu stream, which was flanked on both sides by willow trees 
(a back to nature scene) and a 'hello' to the tiny school situated on a slight flat rise.  
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Compared with the one of 1983 it had a high roof and just one room which were divided by a curtain: The 
upper standards (3, 4, 5, 6) on one side and primers 1-4 and standards 1 and 2 on the other. I think the 
number of children attending would have been about 100, maybe a few more.  

The school had quite large windows that let the sun in most of each day and a small porch for coats, hats, 
school bags, etc. 

 A large shelter-shed was a useful building as there were no luxuries as those of today - e.g. no phone, 
dental clinic, tech, sick bays, library, swimming pool, piano, jungle gym, etc. However, the atmosphere of 
the school was so good that we teachers had no problems.  

The children were well cared for and healthy and had a good attendance. They all played well together.  

There was no competition with other schools in sports such as rugby, netball, etc. The parents took a lively 
interest in their children's' progress and were always ready to board the teacher.  

 I lived at Mamaranui, which means big mirage or an illusion where a mist arises in a valley forming a 
delicate veil over the hills, it is beautiful and mysterious, and then it fades to oblivion.  

Those were care-free days for the children, until it was spelling time and some may have learnt eight words 
each day. Revision was on Fridays (very strict), write wrong spelling words three times and then write them 
in a sentence. The children soon learnt to spell very well.  

Subjects for Primers: Number work each morning using box and beads to count and slates for recognition of 
numbers. Printing; reading. Twice daily; look, say and sound the words; story telling in the afternoon 
followed by handwork; paper making and plasticine.  

The primers listened to Standard I and II history and geography lessons and it was surprising what -they 
learnt. They loved learning poems such as Humpty-dumpty, Jack and Jill, Simon Lazy, Burglars and action 
songs and dances. The standards I and II usually joined in. Classes were also taken for physical drill.  

Standard I and II: Emphasis was stressed on reading with each pupil reading aloud with expression once 
each day. Meanings of hard words were discussed and children were encouraged to look for beautiful 
thoughts to use in their compositions.  

Pacific Readers and the Journal were used. English was sort of combined with reading otherwise we used 
Nesfield’s English book to write sentences, nouns, verbs, adjectives, clauses and adverbs. Arithmetic classes 
were taken together for times tables, up to twelve times and students had to rattle them off orally. 

They also had written arithmetic each morning with tests on Friday and emphasis was placed on neatness.  

  Singing: All children enjoyed this time and my ‘Maori’ children excelled at this. We also had some ‘Maori’ 
action songs. Poetry was also a favourite. Writing was done copy book style and drawing was done mostly 
from nature. All pupils were keen and good.  

  The children swam in the stream. Their favourite spot was below the bridge. They also enjoyed playtimes 
(there was plenty of space and skipping, marbles and footy were favourites).  

In the classroom pupils were disciplined differently to today. This was so necessary with only a curtain 
dividing the room. 

 I hardly used the strap at all as I believed in encouragement or a pat on the shoulder. I so enjoyed teaching 
all these friendly children.  

The children, who came from over the hills, about eight miles back, rode their horses. The roads had no 
metal and the settlers used fascines (ti-tree laid close together to prevent sinking in the mud) as in winter 
time the roads got so slippery.  

The pupils who crossed the bridge from Maropiu station to Ahikiwi also walked long distances. Those lucky 
enough to have a horse would double others.  
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  I MUST TELL YOU ABOUT A LITTLE FELLOW WHO ON WRITING A STORY ABOUT COMING TO SCHOOL WROTE, "THIS 

MORNING I PICKED UP MY HORSE, TIED FLAX AROUND HIS NECK, HOPPED ON, AND AT THE SCHOOL HE GOT A BIG FRIGHT 

AND TOOK OFF IN ALL DIRECTIONS - I LANDED ON THE GRASS": DESCRIPTIVE AND COMICAL.  
 

The highlight of the school was the school picnic which was held in Mr Vivian Snr Trounson's paddock. There 
was plenty of shade and also a swimming pool nearby, and nice and flat for races, etc.  

The children practised sack races, flat races, and hop, step and jump some weeks before. It was a great 
days outing for all families, some came by horse but most of them walked. 

 It was counted as a worthwhile day to talk of everyday problems, and children's progress, also just to be 
near your neighbour for this special day.  

All teachers have some memory of school teaching days and mine was of a young ‘First Nation People’ boy 
waiting at the school gate many a morning to carry my 'school bag', smiling patiently. What a greeting. 
There were others just like him.  

 

FAMILY OF NETANA PATUAWA (NATHAN)  

TAOHO NATHAN HAS LONG ASSOCIATION WITH THE MAROPIU SCHOOL 

 

 

LEFT:  TAOHO NATHAN OPENING MAROPIU SCHOOLS CENTENNIAL 

CELEBRATIONS 
 

When 77 year-old Taoho (“Mighty”) Nathan looks back on 
his years here in the 1930’s he finds it hard to believe that 
so much could have changed in 70 years. 

The youngest – and sole surviving – member of a family of 
four boys and four girls, he grew up on the old Nathan 
homestead at the southern end of Woods Road and was 
expected to do his share of milking 30 cows before going to 
school.        

 Getting to school involved walking along the railway line to 
Ahikiwi. However during floods there was an alternative 
through family land on the eastern side of the river, 
meaning he didn’t get the excuse afforded many others for 
a day off. 

His father’s death, when he was nine, saw Taoho leave 
Maropiu School for three years to live at Wekaweka, but 
returning here for standard five. 

He remembers the divided classroom and teachers like Mrs Rush, Mrs Morrish and J. W. Bartley:  with Mrs 
Morrish “a fantastic teacher with a motherly instinct” a clear favourite.  

As a result he feels his best learning was in the primers. “We did a bit of everything, writing spelling, 
poetry, arithmetic, history….Education was great if you weren’t playing up” 

He can’t remember whether he “played up” more than others but says the strap and/or supplejack was a 
daily occurrence. “I don’t think I can remember a day when I didn’t get the strap”   
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“I think J. W. Bartley did it to exercise his arm” he recalls.   “I think teachers would get hung today for some 
of the things they did then”     

Ironically, he met Mr Bartley again many years later when he recognised his writing on the draws board at 
the Manurewa Bowling Club. 

Woodwork and cooking were learnt at Dargaville Primary School, requiring fortnightly train trips to 
Dargaville and also offering a brief spell down-town to buy a pie before the train headed north.   

Even in the 1930’s a large number of families didn’t have cars and the train or horse and buggy were the 
main means of transport for many, Taoho says.  

“Dad had a gig and buggy which were his pride and joy. They were just as good as a car and I remember 
travelling with him to Waipoua in the depression. He mortgaged a farm there to provide work”  

Prominent among the big changes he sees now is the current emphasis on encouraging Te Reo and ‘First 
Nation People’ culture at school. 

  He saw no evidence of punishment for speaking ‘Maori’ at school, saying, “And we never did it. But I think 
by then very few children spoke it. In those days our parents wanted us to learn the ‘European’ language”. 

 However, he says there was also absolutely no recognition of ‘Maori’ culture either, despite a majority of 
pupils being ‘Maori’, and he is pleased to see the current moves in that direction. 

  He recalls no evidence of racial friction, saying if it occurred outside it didn’t appear to come to school.  

  In his day much of the school’s sport was played on the flat below the school or below Howarth’s.  

Taoho recalls rugby clubs at Kaihu and Waima (Aranga). “The school had a great rugby team and used to 
win all the competitions and Maropiu School was always fielding strong athletics teams too. I was good at 
running. It was the one thing I didn’t get the strap for”. 

He says Maropiu used to get together regularly with Kaihu, but there were also frequent central 
competitions in Dargaville, catering for schools including long gone names like Mamaranui, Parore, and 
Aratapu.  

  However, generally, much more entertainment was centred in the local area than now. Taoho recalls 
dancing classes and boxing tournaments at Ahikiwi Marae. “And there was a dance hall at Ahikiwi with 
something on almost every weekend. It was always local music because everyone knew how to play the 
piano”. 

 

MATEKINO NATHAN 

 

Matekino Nathan, daughter of Renata Netana Patuawa and Heni Tane Hohaia was born at Maropiu on the 
17th of September 1916.  Matekino never knew her mother Heni and was told she had died when 
Matekino was a baby.   

For several years she was raised by her father and aunties, but in later years her grandfather Ratima 
Netana Patuawa and grandmother Te Waimarama Emery became her guardians.  Matekino was an only 
child but grew close to cousins from her Uncle Hone and Aunty Sarah Nathan's family, she considered 
them her brothers. 

She spent most of the time milking cows and living by the sea.  She remembered having fresh cream at 
every meal and her fondness for seafood.  She rode horses and travelled to the beach that way. 
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SCHOOL 

 

Whenever she was absent from school, her grandpa would write a letter for her.  But because he didn't go 
to school and learn how to read or write, she always used to check the letters before giving them to her 
teacher: Because it didn't make any sense she threw it away. 

Matekino attended Maropiu Primary School.  She would walk or ride to school by horse.  She finished 
school when she was 14 years old, in Form 1.  She finished school to help her Grandfather do the work 
around the farm as her Grandmother had died and she felt sorry for him.  Matekino did this on her own 
accord and not by her Grandfathers demands. 
 
She remembered joining the debating team at school, and being awarded a certificate for swimming in a 
50 yard race in 1920.  She also remembered getting the strap several times for being naughty, not to the 
teachers but to the other kids. 

 

HER DEVOTION 

 

She married Robert Beazley on the 21st of July 1934, at the Holy Trinity Church in Dargaville.  She was 18 
and he was 21 years old. 

They met when Robert moved to Mamaranui to work for her Uncle Hone, milking cows.  She tells us of all 
the young girls that would wait at their gates for Robert, who collected the cream cans by horse and cart.  
She was the one he chose to take for a ride with him on his run. 

She was a small girl and for that reason she gave birth to only one child, a son, Alfred.  After a series of 
miscarriages and still having the desire for more children, she and Robert adopted 4 more children and 
fostered a nephew and niece. 

She worked hard for she had few luxuries:  No house hold appliances, nor money.  Her home was a small 
house built for her by Robert.  She raised all her children there and would always call this her home even 
when she moved to Whangarei to live after Robert passed away. 

This demonstrated her genuine love of children, as did her unselfish attempts to give them the best life 

possible.  
6
 

                                                      
6 

SOURCE: GRANDCHILDREN OF MATEKINO  
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REGINALD TROUNSON 

 ONE OF HIS EARLIEST MEMORIES IS STARTING MAROPIU SCHOOL IN 1921 AS HE RECALLS HERE…  

 

 

 

LEFT:  REGINALD TROUNSON SITTING IN FRONT WITH HIS SISTERS GWEN LEFT 

AND JEAN IN 1921 
 

 As a small boy I walked had-in-hand with my two elder sisters Jean 
and Gwen, across the paddocks to the school. 

I remember a single large room, divided by a curtain into junior and 
senior sections (the primers and the standards). There were two 
teachers – I think a Mr Cox for the seniors and Dorothy Hudson (later 
Mrs Morrish) as infant mistress. Alan Bassett later became the senior 

master. 

The 40 odd pupils sat at desks (complete with ink wells and each room had a large blackboard, a large clock 
and a wood stove for heating. 

There was a large shelter shed nearby with seats, which was protected from the wind, and where we ate 
our lunches on rainy days. 

There were two well separated toilets near the far fence and without any sewerage system as we know it 
today.  

Part of the grounds served as a horse paddock as many of the pupils rode to school in those days. There 
was no electricity then. 

I don’t remember much in the way of sports teams or organised sport, but we played rounder’s (early 
softball?) and always seemed to have plenty of physical activity. A tennis court was built after my time 
there. We swam down in the creek. 

They were generally happy days with little or no bullying and the use of the cane was not often necessary 
to instil discipline. But the headmaster had a cane – I think it was a piece of supple jack.  It wasn’t used 
much but it was in evidence.  

In those days’ lots of children left school before reaching standard six or completing their education to help 
on family farms. I was almost alone in my final year. I don’t remember any children wearing shoes. 

I can’t remember many of my old school mates but some that I do would be the Nathan boys – Ross, 
George and Ned, Joe Paniora, Waru White, Neville Thornton, Bruno Joffs, Eddie Tierney, Ernie Hume, Bill 
Howarth and Percy Watene.  
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DULCIE COWLEY 

FORMERLY DULCIE MORRISH 

 

 

LEFT:  DULCIE COWLEY: (A PUPIL FROM 1933-41) WAS A KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT 

THE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS. HER CONTRIBUTION IS PRINTED BELOW… 
 

Ko Tutamoe te maunga 

Ko Wairoa ki ke raki te awa 

Ko Ngapuhi te 

   

It was when I retired about six years ago that I realised the 
significance of my background the background that fashioned my 
philosophies and approach to life. 

It is in the spirit of this whanau of Maropiu, Tutamoe and district 
that I offer my remarks about what it was like from my perspective 
70 years ago. Others may see it differently -even my sister Beryl! 

I climbed from Ginger to the horse paddock gate. Taoho was there. 

A short lady with a smile on her face and dark clothes met me and took me up 3 steps and into her 
classroom. 

Miss Doubles teaching room I remember well. It had blackboards, chalk and dusters along two walls, 
windows on another wall -a few black slates on the floor and a wood fire in the corner'. Neat drawings and 
paintings were everywhere. 

An old bell rang and it was playtime. I had an apple to eat. Margaret, Martha, Mara, Tawhai and others 
rushed to play tiggy, cross-country marbles in little dug outs in the ground, and corner spry in the shelter 
shed -or was it called Puss in the Corner? Others were skipping. 

Another bell rings and it is back inside to copy numbers from Miss Doubles Board. Wira, Jack and Bella had 
great printing, writing and drawing. I was so envious of these skills. Why couldn't I print and draw like that? 

When the next bell was rung by the bell boy it was lunch time -a cup of cocoa in the shed with lunch with 
my mates Joan and Tup. The older kids Eliza, Sylvia, Doris, Bingo and Jean -some of my role models were 
playing basketball, rugby or long ball. I thought Hey -lots of people in this place love playing games -and so 
do I and I am only 5. 

We were back inside to tell stories and to learn to read those Beacon Readers. 

Finally the bell to go home:  No 4WD at the gate -just 4 legs in the paddock if you were lucky enough to 
have a horse to take you home -otherwise (; just 2 legs to walk.) I rode off home by myself so excited to tell 
Mum and Dad about my first day at Maropiu School. 
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OTHER MEMORIES FROM THOSE YEARS… 

 

Having real fun with my ‘Maori’ and ‘European’ mates: The mornings when kids from up the hill spilled off 
their horses or out of the cream truck into the school grounds: The Settlement Road kids arriving by walking 
or riding, I remember a couple from that track took a few days off school -unknown to their parents. I 
wonder if they are here today. 

The Ahikiwi and close by district kids walking the roads and tracks all to meet our mates and learn: The 
classroom. Drawing dahlias a special way- Jack Bartley's way almost to numbers: It's about all I can draw 
today: Listening quietly to someone getting the strap next door. -I learnt quickly that it was for 3 spelling 
mistakes or talking ‘Maori’.  Hey I'm a great speller now but my ‘Maori’ is not too good even though I had a 
little surreptitious help from my mates: Remember our great school picnics in the Trounson paddock - sack 
races, egg and spoon races, three legged races, all great fun. 

On one occasion during the time that Dad (George Morrish) was chairman of the school committee he 
donated a fat lamb as a prize for the raffle. 

I sold tickets all day and thought I had done really. When it was drawn at the end of the day -I won it but 
Dad did not allow me to have it as I had been too involved! ! 

Remember our swimming in the Kaihu stream and the eel filled black holes at the Hume’s' place with the 
Robinsons and Kerr’s.  

Remember our fortnightly ride on the train to Technical classes, in Dargaville and meeting those other kids 
on the train from Donnelly's Crossing, Aranga, Kaihu and Mamaranui. The only other ride on the train was 
to the dental clinic in Dargaville -not nearly as much fun. . 

Remember our dances and fancy dress parties with talented local singers, pianists, musicians etc. Dad as 
MC and playing his mouth organ: Later Scotty Simons and Louise Isaacs in Ahikiwi, Kaihu, Mamaranui and 
Waihue dance halls. 

At Maropiu School we had many sports days and visiting days and were taught to play many games. We 
were proud of our school and our people-no fights, no way were we made to feel threatened by one 
another. I think this reflected the community at that time. 

It was during the depression years:  We fed and worked with each other. Among the mist and rain of 
Tutamoe and the kauri trees we learnt, lived and survived. 

Maropiu School was a wonderful place and how lucky I was to grow up here. I will never forget. 

But I know that some of my mates who had difficulty with spelling and especially those who were punished 
for speaking their own language may have seen it differently. 

 

Kia Ora, Noho Ra 
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DES OLNEY 

DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL PROVIDED CHALLENGES 

 

 

LEFT:  DES AND SHIRLEY OLNEY AT THE MAROPIU 

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS. 
 

 

During his five years at Maropiu Rev Des Olney 
experienced the highs and lows of a District High 
School. Here he recalls some of the challenges he 
faced…  

 It was in Term 2 of 1961 that I arrived to be the 
first permanent Senior Secondary Assistant at 
Maropiu District High School. Since the start of 
that year, when the secondary department had 
begun a reliever, Mr Rowe I believe, had been 
holding the fort. 

The secondary department roll was very small with about 50 pupils, mainly in Forms 3 and 4, being drawn 
from a wide area including Kairara, Maitahi, Mamaranui, Omamari, Aranga, Donnelly’s Crossing and 
Waipoua as well as Kaihu and Maropiu.   

There were two full-time teachers in the department plus the manual teachers, Shirley Clements and Edgar 
Bradley, who travelled up from Dargaville twice a week.  My teaching load was Maths, Commercial Studies 
and Science while the other assistant concentrated on English, Social Studies and Typing.  

For the few in Form 5 specialist subjects were done via the Correspondence School with assignments being 
supervised and assistance offered locally.  These subjects usually were Human Biology and Bookkeeping 
with French occasionally. 

It was extremely difficult to get assistant teachers as the pay in District High Schools was aligned to Primary 
teacher salaries and not Secondary scales so these teachers were at a distinct disadvantage money-wise. 
 Hence, few stayed for long before winning a post in a full secondary school.  We were not called Cinderella 
Schools for nothing. 

Another disadvantage was that District High Schools were equipped (especially in the science labs) at a far 
lower level.  We were fortunate that Panguru had a full high school status even with only about 10 pupils - 
a political move - and its Principal would kindly loan us its excess equipment in many cases.  We even had a 
very high grade tea set for the use of visitors to see the Principal. 

It was hard to attain a high standard of achievement as few of the pupils had a real goal to aim at. 

They often left school at 15 to work at home on the farm.  To get a few School Certificate passes was a big 
highlight and congratulations go to those who laboured and were successful. 

School bus driving was an extra chore I was called upon to do at various times.  At least it meant that I was 
able to discover where the pupils lived and under what conditions. 

For one year the secondary roll exceeded the magic figure and we were allowed the luxury of a third 
teacher but it was short-lived rise. 

Teachers that I recall include Bernard Flower, Tom Blackwell, John Riley and Adrienne Oak (Blackmore). 
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The Principal, from when I arrived until 1964, was Hilton Donnell, assisted by his wife Merle and, for much 
of this time, Jack Maxwell.  The Donnell’s lived in the old school house,     I was in a new Keith Hay home, 
and a house was built next to mine for the Maxwell’s. All three of these houses have now gone and 
replaced by the current house on my old site. 

A major undertaking at this time was the construction of the swimming pool - one of the first junior Olympic 
(25m) pools to be built for a rural school.  My contribution was the construction, personally, of the filter and 
changing sheds.  It was real hands-on experience learning block-laying and I am extremely pleased to see it 
has stood the test of time. 

There was a number of District High schools in Northland at that time including Waipu, Ruawai, 
Maungaturoto, Hukerenui, Waiotemarama, Broadwood and Punaruku.  We used to meet up annually for a 
sports day - an event eagerly awaited. Another event that proved a success was our Social studies excursion 
to Wellington when we travelled on the 4 pm Express ex Auckland in two sleeper cars (sexes separated of 
course!) and returned on the Limited the following night, with connections to and from Auckland by NZ 
Road Services coach.  

During the day in the capital much was squeezed in including a cable car ride and visits to the Ford motor 
assembly plant at Petone, the Wellington railway control room and Parliament, and the obligatory 
afternoon tea with our MP, Logan Sloane. 

In 1965 I was appointed Principal to succeed Hilton and the problem of my replacement was a difficulty.  No 
applicants came forward so it was decided that I should remain teaching in the secondary department and 
a relieving primary teacher would be found by the Education Board to take over my Primary teaching 
duties.  Alas, no such person could be found and I was asked to seek the assistance of a parent to fill the 
gap.  We got a volunteer and we were most thankful but being completely untrained it meant that I had to 
prepare her work plans a week ahead and train her in the following week’s work, as well as doing my own 
teaching and all the administration tasks for the secondary department as well as the school. 

For the sake of my sanity and my health I realised this could not continue and I sought another posting at 
the end of the year, moving to Otamatea High School as H. O. D Forms 1-4 with far less responsibility and a 
£2000 ($4000) pay rise being now on secondary pay scales.    This reinforced my perception of why staffing 
a District High School was a nigh impossibility. My family and I thoroughly enjoyed our stay in the Kaihu 
Valley and the comradeship shown to us.  Many of the friendships still exist to this day.  We remember the 
social occasions, especially the school 500 evenings, and who could forget the odd kit of toheroa that the 
good fairies left on our doorstep - always when they were at their best i.e. out of season - if there ever was 

one for the locals.  
7 

  

                                                      
7  

SOURCE:  REVEREND DES OLNEY, MNZM, BA, DIP TCHG, FNZEI. 
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LILLIAN PATUAWA 

MEMORIES OF THE MID 1960’S 

 

 
LEFT:  LILIAN WINS MISS KAIHU VALLEY 

 

Lillian Patuawa looks back on some of the community effort and 
novel fundraising methods that went into projects like building a 
new swimming pool that remains a valuable asset today. 

  It is easy to recall the vivid memories of fundraising at the 
Maropiu School towards a swimming pool.  The community were 
involved in so many ways.   

The school had “bottle drives” as far north as the Waipoua 
settlement.  I can recall the incident when a truck was sent to 
Waipoua to collect some bottles, which, on arrival, there was in 
the vicinity of approximately 100 dozen.  This was a considerable 
amount, but the high school students didn’t mind because this 

meant extra time off school.   

Later on, it was discovered that the donor of these bottles had no idea where his bottles had disappeared 
to.  It was discovered that his son got “carried away” by all the hype of fundraising and the amount of 
points his “school house” would collect, that he eagerly gave his father’s bottles away! 

The “Walkathon” proved to be a popular fundraiser as well.  Parents such as Mrs Girlie Olsen, Louisa 
Watene, Wyatt’s and many other families, walked from Dargaville to Maropiu as sponsorship proved to be 
readily available. 

Another form of fundraising was the local Beauty Queen competition.  Contestants were selected from the 
school and community and were voted for with money donations.  Voting boxes were placed in Morfett’s 
Store, Kaihu Hotel, Mamaranui Shop and some were even placed in some Dargaville shops.  Hot dinners 
were raffled at the Kaihu hotel and the money was placed in the voting boxes.  Needless to say, some of 
the inebriated customers were none the wiser who they were voting for!  Some candidates fished eels and 
smoked them for raffles to go towards their voting boxes. 

The crowning of the Miss and Mrs Kaihu Valley took place in the Kaihu Memorial Hall.  It was a grand 
occasion and was well attended.  People came in their evening gowns, glitters and suits.  The M.C. for the 
evening was Mr Bob Field.  The winners were Mrs Louisa (Ludo) Watene as the senior and Lillian Nathan 
was crowned Miss Kaihu Valley. 

Earlier memories include the high school kids going to Wellington.  A highlight for me was when we visited 
Parliament buildings and Mr Keith Holyoake was the Prime minister.  He was known to speak with a female 
student and asked about getting toheroa from our area.  He later said to the girl “mind you don’t eat too 
much sonny”!!  It was common knowledge among the students that almost every child had haircuts before 
leaving on such a trip.  Needless to say, the hair was cut so short, Mr Holyoake either was going blind or, he 
thought he was speaking with a boy!! 

Another interesting event was when the Rugby clash between the high-school girls and their mothers took 
place at the school.  There was hair pulling, tripping and “squashing” of players (mainly by the parents).  
The referee was a guy by the name of Ian? Who was a teacher at Aranga School.  He was thrown in the 
biggest pile of mud after the game by the “oldies” and sat upon, because he was the cleanest person on 
the field.  By the way, the trophy was a wooden toilet seat!! 
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STAFF OVER THE YEARS 

 

1914  W L Ingerson  1915  C S Jones  1917  L Burdett 
(relieving) 

  1918  S C Jones  1919  CM 
Jenkins 

 1920   G B Law. 

 A F Lloyd 
(relieving) 

Miss M Cleary 
(relieving) 

L Burdett 
(relieving) 

G Darroch 
(relieving) 

Miss Jenkins 
(relieving) 

 Miss Barr  
(relieving). 

 Miss Scally Miss M P Robson 
(relieving) 

1921 C J Cox 1922 Miss D I 
Hudson 

 1925  J H Snell Miss Z M 
Warmington. 

 Miss V H 
Macdonald 

1926 J Fittall S Walters E Nelson 
(relieving) 

 1928  J W 
Bromley 

 A E Dews. 

1929 A Bassett   Miss A C 
Mackenzie 

Miss A Hepburn 1932 Miss E M 
O’Reilly 

1933  D T 
Walker 

(relieving) 

Miss E M Stewart.  

1934 J W Bartley H E Crandle  R TM King 
(relieving) 

 C G Bowden E V Double 1937 Miss M H 
Macken (relieving). 

 Mrs DI Morrish 
(relieving) 

 1939  Miss M J 
Bedford (relieving) 

Mrs Morrish 
(relieving) 

Miss E G 
Braithwaite 

 Miss E 
Ganderton 

Mrs Newlove.   

1941 Miss E M 
Charman 

(relieving) 

Miss B M Fever 1942 L P Ling  1943 B A Wallis 
(relieving) 

 A T Jackson Miss E B Hawkins.   

1944  Miss N M 
Joyce 

1945  Miss E M leaf  1946  Miss M J 
Forbes 

 1947 G C Mason Miss N J 
Haycock 

 Mrs J Wood.   

Miss E M Clow Mrs J K Mason  1952 Mrs J 
Wood (relieving) 

1953  H D 
Yeoman 

Mrs M C 
Yeoman 

(relieving) 

 1954  Miss H C 
McIntosh (relieving). 

D R Campbell 1955-1964 G 
Hodson 

P Hodson H Donnell M Donnell F Neil.  

J Maxwell D Olney   A Pole Rowe others B Flower E Bradley. 

 T Blackwell 1965 Mrs Shirley 
Clement 

1967 Mrs A 
Blackmore 

Mrs C Harris Mrs R Rata H Rata.  

J Reilly K Harris Jnr 1968 Mrs E Lane E Bradley 1969 Miss M 
Morfett 

H Gruszning. 

G Arthur Mrs Newlove 1970 Mrs E 
Morrison 

T Searing 1971  J Cowdell  1972  T Mackiell. 

I Boulton J Vannisselroy Miss L Moore Miss H Sauer Jane Stewart Miss D Atkinson.    

1973: Miss J 
McLean 

Miss C Leighton R S Rata J Stewart M Carter L Wedgewood.  

1975:  B King H H Rata     
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ENROLMENTS FOR THE YEARS 

(FAMILY OF NETANA PATUAWA NOW BECOME KNOWN AS NATHAN) 

 

1904 

Bread  Gladwin Bread Gertrude Ellis Rees Ellis Melina Foy Henry Foy Monty. 

Foy Jessie Hepata Pita Hau Hepata Rikihana 
Hau 

Hita  Tara Ihaia Hita Hiria Hita Shedrack. 

Hita Richard Mitchell Roderick Mitchell  Samuel Mitchell Elsie Mitchell Ilma Mitchell William. 

Morgan Charles Morgan John Morgan Thos 
George 

Morgan Edward Napier Lovey Napier Friday. 

Nathan Thos Panapa William Panapa  Ngapera Panapa  Lily N Panapa Monika J Panapa Emma J. 

Poka  Peri Rahui Pare Rahui Piri Rahui Mary Smith Henry Snowden Peter. 

Snowden 
Holloway 

Snowden Dorothy Snowden Eliza Sproule William Waikato James Watene Percy. 

Watene Marian Wipene Enoka Wipene Ahenata Wipene Sophia.   

1905 

Austin Francis C Billing James Billing Archie Brown Gladys Brown Wilhemena Cotton  Paki. 

Foy Robert 
Andrew 

George Charles Hepata Hone Hita Leonard Hita Minnie Hita Tuku. 

Karauna Martin Marchant 
 Alice 

Marchant Stella Marchant Robert Nathan John Nathan Soloman. 

Nathan Alec Nathan Lewis Nathan Benjamin Paringa Tautuku Poka  Ka Waata Isabella. 

Waho Joseph Waikato Tati Waikato William.    

1906 

Billing Charles Lineham Gladys Lineham 
Alexander 

Logan Catherine Logan Ethel Logan Laycock. 

Marsh Michael McPherson Angus Nathan John Nathan Lucy Nathan Terina Snowden Ellen. 

1907 

Ellis Margaret Ellis Robert Maurice Morgan Margaret Nathan Pera Popeta Bella. 

1908 

Cassidy Pere Cassidy  Maggie Lineham Doris Nathan Karaio. 

1909 

Ellis Terence 
William 

Foy Ella Foy Hinemoa Hita Annie Lineham Jean Mitchell Charle. 

Mitchell Nellie Watene Edward Watene Elizabeth Whorskey  Grace.   

1910 

Foy Dorothy Nathan George King Nathan Rihari Panapa Edward Wallace Andrew. 
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1911 

Brown Dorothy Foy Nellie Haira Rebecca Mitchell Colin Mitchell Nelson Mitchell George. 

Roberts Ernest Waldron Alfred Waldron Elizabeth Watene Pere Watene Nohi.  

1912 

Haira Huirua Hall Rose Lazarus Charles Lineham Alec Lunny Ruby Nathan Ihaia.  
Nathan Mary 

Nathan William Panapa Martha Popota Leslie Popota May Powley Thomas.  

Smith John Snowden Pirikino.     

1914 

Foy Mary Foy John Foy Isabel Haira Here Lazarus  Alec Monteith Joseph. 

Nathan Maraea Nathan Phoebe Nathan  Kemp 
Charles 

Patterson Harold 
Mathew 

Smith Ernest Snowden Pare.  
Waikato Kingare. 

1915 

Brown Henry 
James 

Clark  Gwendoline 
Murie 

England Dorothy Flavell Irene Johnson Alma 
May 

Nathan Nelly 
Kameres. 

Panapa Julia Panapa Marion Panapa Wira 
William 

Patuawa Patuawa 
Hamuera 

Patuawa William 
Tetaonga 

Roberts  John 
Albert. 

1916 

Foley Thomas 
Henry 

Foley Sarah Foley Ethel Foley John Graham Sofia Napier Thomas. 

Nathan Maua 
Brown 

Nathan Martha Panapa Mary Popata Susy Teirney Edward 
Lawrence 

Teirney Ernest 
John. 

Watene Matiu      

1917 

Foy Sadie 
Katherine 

Hume  Janet May Hume Ronald 
Charles 

McNamara Annie Mitchell Edgar 
Arthur 

Nathan Kate. 

Nathan Reihana Nathan Peddie Snowden  
Kathleen 

Stewart William 
Maurice 

Toko Leah Toko Sunny. 

1918 

Burdett Jack Graham Walter Nathan Martha Nathan Ross Nathan Dunn Nathan Raa. 

Nathan Pera Panapa Michael Snowden Belle Snowden George Stewart Eileen 
May 

Watene  Joe. 

1919 

Anania Mary Beazley Maryanne Burns Nelson 
Dunstale 

Burns Peri 
Campbell 

Burns  Fleurette Hume 

Ernest.      

Joffe Bruno Joffe Viola McKay Louisa 
Nora 

McKay Bernard 
Edward 

McKay Charles McKay Rachel. 

Napier Maggie Napier Mary Nathan  George Nathan Winnie Panapa Alma Pocklington Addie. 

Seymour Essie Teirney Richard 
Cunningham 

Toko James Wells Alexander.   
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1920 

Hall Herbert Kerr Hilda Miru Noki Miru  Cyril Miru George Nathan  Tai. 

Pea Wi Snowden Mauroa 
Ivy 

Snowden Belle Tautahi Flossie Watene Queenie.  

 

 
ABOVE:  1921 PUPILS 

 

1921 

Anania Monica M Brown Rura Dackers Harold Dackers Phoebe Flavell Rau Flavell  Ripa. 

Nathan Polly Panapa Pare Panapa Leslie Panapa Pura Paniora Joseph Pearse John. 

Pearse Dick Pearse George Rahui George Sayer Rene Sayer Aubrey Sayer Sydney. 

Snowden John Thornton Arthur 
Gordon 

Thornton Rita 
Susan 

Thornton Leslie 
Alfred 

Trounson Reginald 
Douglas 

Trounson James 
Vivian. 

Lambert Trounson Gladys 
Jeannie 

Trounson Eleanor 
Gwenda 

Webster  Arthur 
James 

White Waru.  

1922 

TeRore Agnes Thornton Reginald 
Kenneth 

Webster Jacie.    

1923 

Downey Herbert MacDonald Bella Maddox Wilfred 
Albert 

Maddox Jack 
Robert 

Maddox LeVirna 
Edna 

Maddox Viola. 

Maddox  Edna Maddox Trevor 
Joseph 

Panapa Milly Watene Lena Watene Percy.  

1924 

Howearth  Walter Hughes Jean 
Matilda 

Kerr Marjorie 
Irene 

Kerr  Edmund 
Falcon 

Kerr  Agnes 
Elizabeth 

Nathan Kino. 

Panapa  Mary Rahui John Webster Myra 
Eleana. 
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1925 

Constable Graham Edmonds Minnie Evans  Minnie Hoi Peter Howearth 
Elizabeth Emily 

Frances 

Nathan Edward 
David. 

Nelson George Watene Lucy.     

1926 

Flavell  Eliza Howearth William 
Henry 

Howearth  Eva Kerr Peggy Mudford Neville Nathan Louie 
Brown. 

Player Irene 
Audrey 

Player Maitland 
Allen 

Player Douglas 
Henry 

Pocklington Lily N Watene  Sarah Watene James. 

1927 

Cummings Mary Kerr Norman Mudford Phyllis Panapa Harry Paniora Mary Player William 
Gordon. 

Rahui Thomas.      

1928 

Flavell Peter Howearth Louis 
Edward James 

Johnson Huia 
Beatrice 

Kerr Edith Nathan Hipiriona 
Patuawa 

Pairama Mydia 
Brown. 

Panapa Paniora Powell Iris Powell Sadie Trounson Dulcie 
Mavis 

Watene 
Cloudmen. 

 

1929 

Maddox Donald Nathan William Powell Clarence Rahui Tepore Sloane Logan Sloane Jack 
Robert. 

Watene Mary.      

1930 

Howearth Pua Kerr Dorothy 
Wightman 

Nathan Dan Louis Nathan Arahi Papa Nathan Toi Nathan Wira Ora. 

Powell Blanche Rahui Annie Slatter Doreen Thompson Ka Watene Rebecca.  

1931 

Canavan Joyce 
Adeline 

Canavan John Canavan Myrtle 
Lois 

Canavan Merle George Harry Henry Margaret. 

Henry Bella Henry Ngaronoa Henry Korama Henry Annie Masters Joy Nathan Bella. 

Powell Doreen Rahui Sunny Reid Grace Reid James Reid Joan Yacas Betty. 

1932 

Flavell Miriam Henry Eliza Hume Doris Kerr Kathleen Nathan Robert Nathan Winnie 
Annie 

Watene Ivan.      

1933 

Hall Peter Henry Tawai Meyer Fred 
William 

Nathan Parry Nathan Mara Robinson Robert. 

Wood John Henry 
Thomas 

Wood Donald 
Alan. 
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1934 

George Margaret Hall James Howearth Ella Hume Isabel Joan Meurant Edward 
Allen 

Nathan Jack. 

Nathan Taoho Nathan Mataa Reid Richard Shepherd Albert Watene Edward 
Joseph 

Watene John. 

1935 

Dockerty Revell 
Trainer 

Howearth Thomas 
E Jock 

Kena Mavis Kerr Charles Otto Morrish Dulcie Nathan Doris. 

Nathan Wira Nathan Te-
awaitaia 

Snowden May Watene Lilian 
Susannah. 

  

1936 

Edwards Emma Flavell Elizabeth 
Lena 

Hall Garfield Henry Te Awhena Masters Eileen 
Valerie 

Maunsell  Henry. 

Nathan Thomas Panapa Ella Powell Rex Powell Warren Rawhiti  Peggy Thompson   Muri. 

Watene Steve 
Ringora. 

     

1937 

Cassidy Dennis Cassidy Rose Ferguson Daniel Flavell James McIntosh Thelma 
May 

Nathan  Jessie. 

Shepherd  
Elizabeth Ida 

Thompson Adeline Watene Hazel.    

1938 

Henry Mihi Henry Tawai Nathan Phoebe Nathan Milly Nathan Evelyn 
Rosella 

Beverly. 

Watene Arthur 
Gordon. 

     

1939 

Flavell Charles Flavell Yvonne Flavell Tutti George Annie Hall Queen Mary Hita Katie. 

Maunga Rihari Nathan Ronnie Nathan Doreen Nathan Jessie Nathan Ben Panapa Lily. 

Simons  Rose 
Patricia Dawn 

Tarawa Matangi 
rau 

Thompson Marsh Thompson William Watene Queenie.  
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1940 STUDENTS 

 

1940 

GREEN COLIN 

BEAUMONT 
HENRY JOHN HUME PAULINE 

MARGARET 
JAMIESON JEAN 

KATHERINE 
MORRISH BERYL MUNN MITA. 

NATHAN SARAH JANE NATHAN JAMES IHAIA NATHAN NGAMAKO SIMONS REURTI 

REWIRI 
STEWART JACK 

WARNER 
TAREHO GEORGINA. 

THOMPSON RANGI 

WHENUA 
WATENE PETER 

WINKO. 
    

1941 

Flavell Kitty Polly Flavell Armond Flavell Hone Heke Howearth Claude 
Gordon 

Nathan  Taoho Nathan Louisa 
Alma. 

Seymour Alan 
Joseph 

Simons  Marama 
Rewa 

Watene Kiriora Watene Kathleen 
Nora. 

  

1942 

Gillespie Leslie Gillespie Jean Gillespie Heather Gillespie Grant Gillespie Fergus Henry  Korama. 

Meurant  Sydney 
Albert 

Nathan Davis Panapa Thomas Sherman Edward 
John 

Watene Polly Watene Kate 
Edith. 

Watene Lena Rita.      

1943 

Flavell Mary Flavell 
Gwendalynn Rose 

Howearth  Divinia Nathan Aby Panapa  
TeMihinga 

Panapa Makareni 
Poihakena. 

Paniora Lily Betty Thompson Lily Thompson Sammy Wallis Vivienne 
Ann 

Wallis Kevin 
Lawrence 

Wiggins Audrey 
Dawn. 

Wiggins James 
Thomas 

Wiggins Henry.     
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1944 

Stewart William.      

1945 

Brown  Rowena Dick Tango Dick Rona Dick  Tanata Flavell Elizabeth Hita Mary Harriet. 

Howearth  
Josephine 

Hume Mavis Karena  Peter Meurant Joseph 
Henry 

Nathan Wiki 
George 

Rahui Pare. 

Rahui George Sherman Arthur Watene Barney.    

1946 

Clement Owen Clement Maureen Clement George 
William 

Dixon Edith Flavell Clara Hita Edward. 

Panapa Mizpah Rahui Waru.     

1947 

Brady Patricia 
Jean 

Dackers Gordon 
Richard 

Flavell Maud Hume Alison Mason John David Meurant Ailsa 
May. 

Nathan Edward Petera Harry Petera Thomas Stewart Brian 
Stanley. 

  

1948 

Clement Robert 
Elliot 

Clement Brian 
Stanley 

Flavell Authur Donald Daniel Flavell Victor Merron Warren. 

Hita Isobel Nathan William Panapa Mihi Panapa Bo Paniora Davis Perjanik Ivan 
Michael. 

Rata Gwen Stanaway Reg Stewart Murray 
David 

Watene Elizabeth.   

1949 

Dackers Janice Flavell 
Tukutaimoana 

Gazala 

Flavell Tai Maewa Flavell Nannette Maylon  Keith Meurant Ethel 
Gae. 

Perjanik Janice 
Ann 

Rahui Peter Rundstrom Peter Watene Mary.   

1950 

Meurant Cheryl Nathan Manga 
Titoki 

Trounson Vivian 
James 

Watene William.   

1951 

Clement Georgia Flavell Raynor Horne Susan Mason  Ian 
Gordon 

Paniora Mick Pomare Marama. 

Pomare Ivy Rata Albert Tarawa Elizabeth Tarawa  Tweeny Te Waiti John 
Rahui 

Whippy Frederick. 

1952 

Clement Paulette Flavell Victor Flavell Kohine Livingstone David 
Leslie 

Mold Roger Nathan 
Maunganui. 

Panapa Nellie Paniora Joseph Wi 
Michael 

Paniora Nganehu 
Mary 

Rush  David 
Stewart 

Rush Beryl Anne Whippy George. 
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1953 

Hita Jack TeKooti 
Paapa 

Hume Margaret 
Anne Constance 

Mason Susan Ann Nathan Alfred 
Joseph 

Panapa Etta June Rahui Sarah. 

Tangiwai Henare Te Waiti Paul Te Waiti Josephine Te Waiti Tamaki Whippy Johnnie Wood Janine. 

Yeoman David 
McAdam 

Yeoman Keith 
Ross 

Yeoman Andrew 
John. 

   

1954 

Brady Terence 
Denne 

Henare George Hill Rosemary Mackie Lawrence Nathan Winnie Nicol Adrienne 
Margaret. 

Paniora Joseph Rahui Hura Rata Rose Te Waiti Hune Watene Tostin Whippy Emma 
Lavenia. 

Win Glenis Rae.      

1955 

Clement Raelene Hita Aroha Katavitch Toni 
Maxine 

Nathan John 
Thomas 

Panapa Lilly Patuawa Daniel 
Lewis Nathan. 

Rahui Maureen Rahui John Rahui Tillie Rahui Peter Whippy  Rebecca Win Christine Kay. 

Yoeman  Janet 
Hilma. 

     

1956 

Bracey Gailine Campbell Ross 
David 

Katavitch Patrick 
John 

Langley Jennifer Paniora  Winika Stewart Charles. 

1957 

George Mathew Lester Myra Doris Lester Margaret 
Anne 

Lester Miriam 
Grace 

Mold Peter 
William 

Nathan Raniera. 

Te Waiti Rima Whippy Ina.     

 

KAIHU SCHOOL CLOSES DOWN WITH PUPILS COMING TO MAROPIU 
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1958 

 Anania Joseph M  Anania George   Anania Emily T  Anania Tingi  Anania Michael  Anania William 
George. 

  Baker Michael  Byers Colin E  Byers Leonie Byers Wayne C Cameron Dorothy  Cameron Nancy. 

  Cameron 
Kathleen 

 Cameron John  Cassidy Thomas  Daniels Tom  Dixon Katherine L  Dixon Hobson. 

  Edwards  Gloria  Flavell Herbert  Flavell Yvonne  Galvin Colleen  Heke Cyril  Heke Eliza. 

  Hodson David  Hodson Michael  Hume Anne  Jones  Marney  Katavitch  
Michael 

 Katavitch 
Barbara. 

  King Marion  Leaf Joyce  Leaf Hazel  Makoare Michael  Makoare Thomas 
J 

 Makoare Edward. 

 

Makoare Moses Makoare Walter Meurant Cherry  Middleton Ross Duncan  Middleton Peter. 

Morfett Maureen 
E 

Morfett Nannette  Morunga Sarah K  Nathan Raniora  Nathan Alfred  Nathan Daniel. 

Nathan 
Maunganui 

Nathan Winnie  Nathan Lillian  Nicol Gordon   
Robert 

  Pointon Rodney  Pointon Bronwyn.   

 

Pointon Warick 
Anthony 

Pollock Robert J Pollock Pamela Pompey David  Pompey Timothy  Pompey Theresa.   

 Rahui Hura  Rahui Sarah  Rai Iris   Manu  Rangi Bruce  Rangi Timothy Salter Barry. 

Salter Luanne  Smith Hoana  TeRore  Charlie M  TeRore Lucy N  TeRore Turo 
Lovich 

 TeWaiti Rose. 

 Waipouri David  Waipouri Agnes  Waipouri  Joseph  Waipouri William  Waipouri James  Watene William.   

Watene Tos  Webster Jane  Webster Anne  Win  Christine  Win Glenis  Wirori Regina. 

 

 

 
STANDARD 3 TO FORM 2, 1958 
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1959 

Anania Kathleen 
Teresa 

 Clement Frankie  Henderson 
Raewyn K 

 Henderson Keith 
William 

Henderson 
Graham John 

 Hume Brian. 

Hutchins Errol  Hutchins Ian 
Kamana 

 Hutchins Patricia 
Anne 

 Hutchins Pera 
Leon 

 Katavitch Jannine  King Riria 
Christine. 

 King David  Leaf Raymond  Makoare Joseph  Nathan  Vivian 
Wati 

 Rahui Lillian  Shepherd Kathryn 
Ann. 

 Smith Ella  TeRore Wallace  TeRore Phillip  TeRore Agnes  Wallace Barry 
Lewis 

 Watene Peter 
Davies. 

 Watene Louis 
Percy 

 Whippey John.     

1960 

 Anania Timoti  Dixon Elizabeth 
Maria 

 Marshall William  Meurant Kerry 
John 

 Morfett Morris 
George 

 Smith Elizabeth. 

Smith Tirakoiwi TeRore Hugh Thorburn Robin 
Douglas 

 Waipouri 
Elizabeth Ann 

 Watene James  Whippy Martin. 

1961 

Anania Bellamy Brown Sharon  Cure Denise  Donnell Grant 
Kenneth 

 Farley Graham 
John 

Field Roger. 

Howearth Anne Howearth Pamela  Howearth Pauline Howearth Marcia Howearth  Lynette Howearth  Gloria.   

Howearth Paul Leaf James  Nathan Patricia 
Eva 

 Ovenden Ken  Ovenden Barry Ovenden  Graham 
Boyd. 

  Ovenden Linda 
Ann 

 Page Russell  Page Christine  Pompey Isobel  Purdie Jean Mary  Purdie 
Christopher. 

  Sharp Robert 
James 

Sharp Brian 
Lawrence 

 Sharp  Kenneth 
Harry 

 Smith Kelsie  Thompson Gary 
James 

 Thompson  
Raewyn Margaret. 

Trip Edward Trip  Geoffrey 
Richard 

 Watene Kathleen 
Lynette 

 Whiter Anthony 
Thomas 

 Wirori Maru.  

1962 

Anania Emere 
Maria 

 Bunyan Theodore  Derrick Dorothea 
Frances 

 Dixon Clare 
Bernadine 

 Field Colleen 
Mary 

 James Christine. 

 Middleton Bruce 
Donald 

 Nathan Elizabeth  Olney Keith 
Desmond 

 Olney Patricia 
Lynne 

 Olsen Carol  Robottom Carol 
Ann. 

 Robottom Keith 
Mervyn 

 Robottom 
Gwenda Joyce 

 Sharp Christine Tucker(Taka) 
Warren Wayne 

Tucker(Taka) Julie  Waipouri Eugene. 

 Watene Emily.      
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1963 

Anania Pirihira 
(Hilda) 

 Donnell  Susan 
Jennifer 

 Farley William  Farley Sonia  Flower Gavin 
Charles 

 Flower Mark 
Adrian.   

Flower Michelle 
Anne 

 Hotere Rau  Howearth 
 Arnold 
Lee 

 Leef Eugene  Leef Georgina  Noel Robin Ivan. 

 Noel Julian  Panapa  Lily  Purdie Lynne  Reid Marie Allen  Reid Ann 
Elizabeth 

 Smith Anne. 

 TeRore Rerena  TeRore Janet  Waipouri Mark  Watene Robert  Webster John 
Arthur 

 White Sharon. 

  White April 
Dawn 

 White Deidre  Wood Karen.    

1964 

 Anania Panaki 
Victor 

Leaf Te Whata  Leaf Ephraim Neil  Leef Anthony 
Wyne 

 Mackay Lee  Olsen Marlene.   

Robottom Shelly Wright Patricia 
Anne. 

    

1965 

Adams Peter John  Anania Timothy  Baty Alison  Dick Reginald  Jesen  Cheryl  Jesen Richard. 

 Jesen Eva  Jesen  Eunice  Jesen George  Joseph Rodney  Langley Kevin Maxwell Bronwyn. 

 Shelford Richard  Shepherd  
Gregory Stuart 

 Smith Henry  Toko Bellamen Watene George 
Leslie 

 Wood Edith.  
Wyatt Douglas. 
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1961: MAROPIU DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL 

 

Anania George Barrington Ross Bracey Robin Clement Georgia Clement Paulette.  

Downey Dennis Downey Owen W Flynn Max Gamble  Rose Hammond Dorothy.   

Hammond Ruth Hartnell Gwen Hartnell Norma  Houston Heather Howearth Mervyn.   

Howearth Jack 
Alexander 

Howearth Jeanette  Howell Wayne Neville Katavitch Tony Makoare Michael. 

Makoare Thomas  McLean Janice  Mold Roger  Morfett Ronald  Morfett Jacelyn.  

 Morfett Maureen  Mudford Carol  Mudford Gail  Nesbit Jennifer  Newman Cheryl. 

Panapa Nellie  Rahui Robert  Rangi Bruce  Salter Barry  Satherley Wendy. 

Skilton Malcom  Stott Beverley  Tane Ben  Tattersall Norman  Te Rore Charlie.   

Te Waiti Josephine  Te Whata Bessie  Te Whata Reginald  Waipouri Agnes  Waipouri David.  

Ward  Marlene  Webster Jane  Whippy George  Whiter Susan.  
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1961 PRIMARY 

Back Row Moses Makoare Jack Hita Bill Anania Hune Te Waiti Munga Nathan. 

Second Row Alfie Nathan Marion King Denise Cure Anne Hume Ann Howearth. 

Eliza Heke T Daniels.     

Third Row Jamie  Waipouri Ann Webster Pam Howearth Luanne Salter Nan Morfett. 

Pauline Howearth G Overton.     

Front Row J Cameron J Whippy Tony Whiter Jim Sharp Danny Nathan. 

D Pompey.      

1962 

Anania Bill Barry Gordon Cameron Jackie Cresswell Kenneth 
Gordon 

Dackers Brian.   

Flynn Jennifer Green Kaye Haitana  Gaylene  Hartnell Pat  Hartnell Eileen. 

Heke Eliza Hita Tui Hita Jack Houston Wairoa  Howell  Craig.   

Hume Anne Irwin Richard King Marion Mason Catherine  Mason Rosalie. 

Mason Elaine Morfett Ann Morunga Jackie  Morunga Garney  Paniora Eva. 

Pratt Francis   Pratt Timothy Pumipi Mary  Rahui Turo  Robinson Carolyn. 

Sharp James Tane Beverley  Te Whata Winnie  Thompson Ivy  Waipouri Rachel.   

Walters Linda  Walters  Barbara  Whippey Johnny  Wirori  Regina  Wyatt Bryce. 

1963 FORM THREE 

Birch  Winnie Carter Merilyn Clement  Raelene Curran Brian Dawes Delia. 

Evans  Murray Gamble  James Gorrie Andrea Hita Ruki Hita Aorangi. 

Houston Aileen Howearth Grant Howearth Christine Makoare Moses Morfett  Nanette. 

Nathan Milly Nathan Winnie Panapa  June Paniora William Paniora Harold. 

Pompey David Pumipi Ann Robinson Kathleen Salter Luanne Somers  Bruce. 
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Te Rore  Lucy Te Waiti Hune Te Whata Munro Te Whata Joseph Ward. 

Ralph David.     

 

 

LEFT:  SECONDARY DEPARTMENT 1963 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

1963 SECONDARY PUPILS: FORM 3 
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PRIMARY DEPARTMENT 1963 

 

1964 

Byers Sharon Curran Leslie Edwards Gloria Evans Shirley Flower Gavin. 

Franklin Sheryl Fuller Linda Howell Gavin Johnson Kevin Leitch Jeanette. 

Morris Alma Panapa Lily Pijican John Pumipi Jean Stewart Charlie. 

Tane Thelma Webster Ann Whiter Anthony Wyatt Lynne.  

1965 

Birch William Fuller Christine Hita Erina Hita Rebecca Howearth Arnold. 

Makoare Edward Makoare Walter Newman Anne Paniora Richard Pocklington Kevin. 

Ruku John Ruku Lilly Sherman Colin Tane Mary Te Waiti Rima. 

1966 

Cox Lynette Dawes Ernest Gorrie Shona Hita Guy Meurant Cherry. 

Mold  Peter Nathan Lillian Nathan Raniora Panapa Rongo Paton Gavin. 

Pumipi Barney William Robinson Karen Sanderson Shirley Whippey Rebecca Whippey Ena. 

White Sharon.     

1967 

Anania Michael Clement Frances Connelly Douglas Crocker Colleen Jesen Eunice. 

Jesen  Eva Lamborn Michael Morunga Susan Nepia Sammy Olsen Paula. 

Pijacun  Mackina Sanderson Hazel Te Waiti Rose Waipouri William Waipouri James. 

Wynyard Irvin.     

1968 

Cox Kevin Holster  Warren Hume Brian Newman William Pijacun Tony. 

Pumipi Rere Shelford Michael Vallance Phillip Winnie Christine Wyatt  Douglas. 
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1969 

Amon Katherine Amon Jocelyn Bickers Sharon Connelly Alfred Cooper Violet. 

Crocker Raymond Hobson Garth Howearth Barry Roger Leef Georgina Morfett Morris. 

Moss Diane Moss Kevin Nathan Patricia Eva Pijacun Maryanne Pumipi Fay. 

Rata Rorina Shepherd Kathryn Toko Bellaman Waipouri Elizabeth Wassan Myra. 

Watene Louis White April Dawn.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MAROPIU DHS (1969) 
 

Back row 4 Leslie Blumsky Julie Toko Emily Watene Eugene Leef. 

Raymond Mackie Kathy Watene Johanna Croonen 

Row 3 Michael Anania ? Karen Wood Kevin Franklin. 

Kevin Reed Alan Gillespie Janet Terore John Webster 
(deceased) 

Robert Watene. 

Maru Wirori  

Row 2 Eugene Waipouri Elizabeth Nathan Janet Blumsky Raelene Rata. 

Shirley Gillespie Eve Croonen Cheryl Jesen Suzanne Blumsky Mark Waipouri. 

Row 1 Robin Moss Pam Rata Carol Olsen Jarvis Cook. 

Margaret Gillespie Theresa Toko Tony Leef (deceased). 

 
 

http://www.oldfriends.co.nz/InstitutionPhotoAddName.aspx?photo_id=51255&row=3&position=2
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MAROPIU DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL (1969) 
 

Back row 3 Teacher Kelly Harris Kevin Cox Anthony Pearson Warren Holster. 

Louie Watene Garth Hobson Ted Pumipi Bellaman Toko. 

Row 2 Phillip Vallance Douglas Wyatt? Patricia Wyatt? Katherine Amon. 

Sue Morunga Frankie Michael Anania ? Teacher  George 
Arthur. 

Row 1 Violet Cooper Elizabeth Waipouri Patricia Nathan Faye Pumipi. 

Rowena Rata Kathryn Shepherd Diane Moss Jocelyn Amon Maryanne Pearson. 

1970 

Blumsky Lesley Clements Robert Connelly William Cook Jarvis Cox Raewyn. 

Croonen Joanna Gillespie Margaret James Gloria Leef Eugene Mackie Raymond. 

Olsen Carol Pickering Van Dyke Pirika Mervyn Rehu David Reihana Faith. 

Toko Julia Watene Emily Watene Kathleen Wirori Maru.  

1971 

Bunyan Theo Clements Wendy Clements Heather Gillespie Alan Jesen Cheryl. 

Maunsell Richard Nathan Elizabeth Nathan Taia Ngarina Kipa Paniora Albert. 

Pickering Mariea Pickering Ena Pickering Ngaire Pickering Hohepa Pirika Daphne. 

Pocklington Gary Te Awa Graham Te Rore Janet Waipouri Eugene.  

1972 

Connelly Lilian Cox Glenys Cullen Shane Gillespie Shirley Gilliand David. 

Gilliand Karen Martin Jacqueline Moss Robin Muir Keith Muir Derek. 

Pumipi Ian Stewart Hugh Waipouri Mark Watene Robert.  

1973 

http://www.oldfriends.co.nz/InstitutionPhotoAddName.aspx?photo_id=49293&row=2&position=8
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Erickson Evelyn Gilliand Gladys Jesen Richard Lamborn John Leef Anthony. 

Metzner Bruce Piraka Lennie Pocklington Terry Pumipi John Rattray May. 

Sowter David Tane Barney Ben.    
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SCHOOL PUPIL RECORDS AT AUCKLAND ARCHIVES… 
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EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

 

 

LEFT: MILKING THE HOUSE COW BEFORE GOING 

TO SCHOOL 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

LEFT: CHILDREN WOULD PIGGY BACK 

UP TO THREE PER HORSE TO GET TO 

SCHOOL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEFT:  PROFICIENCY CERTIFICATE FOR 

MARGARET KERR 1935 
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LEFT: A GOOD ATTENDANCE CERTIFICATE 

PRESENTED TO PEGGY MARGARET KERR IN 

1929 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

LEFT: 1940 NETBALL TEAM 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

LEFT: ANOTHER, 1940 NETBALL TEAM 
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LEFT: ABOUT 1940 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

LEFT: 1941:  BACK: QUEENIE WATENE, HOKI WATENE, 
J W BARTLEY, LUDO NATHAN, PHOEBE NATHAN. 

CENTRE; ADELINE THOMPSON, LILIAN WATENE, EVON 

FLAVELL 
FRONT; BEVERLY ROBINSON, DULCIE MORRISH.  
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LEFT: 1940: NO NEW ZEALAND SCHOOL 

WOULD BE COMPLETE WITHOUT A RUGBY 

TEAM 
 

BACK ROW: JOHN WATENE, GARFIELD 

HALL, JACKIE NATHAN, J W BARTLEY. 
 

FRONT:  WIRA NATHAN,  
HARRY GEORGE, TUAN WATENE, PARRY 

NATHAN, BOBBY ROBINSON. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BELOW:  BIRTHDAY PARTY AT MR. GORDON MASONS SCHOOL HOUSE ABOUT 1950 
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ABOVE: 1962 NETBALL TEAM 
 

 
 

LEFT: THE MOTHERS PROUDLY SHOW 

OFF THEIR TROPHIES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LEFT: STUDENTS WHO TOOK PART 

IN THE INFAMOUS RUGBY MATCH 
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WE SHALL NOT 

FORGET 
 

THE ROLLS OF 

HONOUR FROM 

KAIHU SCHOOL          

AND MAROPIU 

SCHOOL HANGING IN 

THE FOYER ARE A 

POIGNANT 

REMINDER OF 

LOCALS WHO SERVED 

THIS DISTRICT AND 

THEIR COUNTRY, 
SOME NEVER TO 

RETURN. 
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SOME NEWS FROM THE PAST… 
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CENTENNIAL PROGRAMME FRIDAY OCT 22 – SUNDAY OCT 24 
 

FRIDAY:  3 pm to 7 pm Mix and Mingle, 7 pm-9 pm  Dinner. 
 

SATURDAY:     7 am – 8.30 am Breakfast 
10 am:    Assembly at main gate followed by ringing the school bell 

Karanga 
Opening prayer by Rev. Des Olney 

Waiata by school children 
Welcome by Manga Patuawa, followed  by addresses by acting principal Lindy Warren, former 

principal Herbert Rata, former pupil Dulcie Cowley, 2004 pupil Dillon Cameron, Board of Trustees 
representative Daniel Patuawa and Kaipara mayor-elect Peter King. 

Cutting of centennial cake by Mary Toi and students 
Decades photo shoot. 

Evening: Centennial dance at Kaihu Rugby Clubrooms 
 

SUNDAY:         7 am-8.30 am: Breakfast 
10 am.   Memorial Centennial Church Service: conducted by Rev George Patuawa                                               

Lunch 
Completion 

 
 

CENTENNIAL 

1904 - 2004 
 

PROUDLY CELEBRATING 100 YEARS OF EDUCATION  

GIVING PUPILS A LINK TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD 
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ABOVE: GUESTS LED BY MAYOR PETER KING ARRIVE FOR THE CEREMONY WHICH WAS BEGUN WITH A WELCOME  
 RIGHT: KARAKIA BY KAUMATUA AND FORMER STUDENT TAOHO NATHAN (RIGHT).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 CENTRE ABOVE: OLDEST FORMER STUDENT ATTENDING, MARY 

TOI WHO BEGAN HER SCHOOLING IN 1927 CUTS THE CAKE WITH 

TWO OF THE YOUNGEST, SANCHEZ AND ZEKIEL NATHAN-TUAKE. 
 

LEFT:  DANIEL CAMERON RINGING THE CENTENNIAL BELL 
 

 RIGHT:  FORMER PRINCIPAL HERB RATA WAS A POPULAR 

SPEAKER. 
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LEFT:  DULCIE COWLEY (FORMERLY DULCIE MORRISH AND A PUPIL FROM 

1933-41) WAS KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT THE CELEBRATIONS. HER CONTRIBUTION IS 

PRINTED BELOW. 
 

 

KO TUTAMOE TE MAUNGA 
KO WAIROA KI KE RAKI TE AWA 

KO NGAPUHI TE 
 

   It was when I retired about six years ago that I realised the 
significance of my background the background that fashioned my 
philosophies and approach to life.  

It is in the spirit of this whanau of Maropiu, Tutamoe and district 
that I offer my remarks about what it was like from my perspective 
70 years ago. Others may see it differently -even my sister Beryl!  

  I climbed from Ginger to the horse paddock gate. Taoho was there.  

  A short lady with a smile on her face and dark clothes met me and took me up 3 steps and into her 
classroom.  

Miss Doubles teaching room I remember well. It had blackboards, chalk and dusters along two walls, 
windows on another wall -a few black slates on the floor and a wood fire in the corner'. Neat drawings and 
paintings were everywhere.  

   An old bell rang and it was playtime. I had an apple to eat. Margaret, Martha, Mara, Tawhai and others 
rushed to play tiggy, cross-country marbles in little dug outs in the ground, and corner spry in the shelter 
shed -or was it called Puss in the Corner? Others were skipping.  

Another bell rings and it is back inside to copy numbers from Miss Doubles Board. Wira, Jack and Bella 
had great printing, writing and drawing. I was so envious of these skills. Why couldn't I print and draw like 
that?  

   When the next bell was rung by the bell boy it was lunch time -a cup of cocoa in the shed with lunch with 
my mates Joan and Tup. The older kids Eliza, Sylvia, Doris, Bingo and Jean -some of my role models were 
playing basketball, rugby or long ball. I thought Hey -lots of people in this place love playing games -and so 
do I and I am only 5.  

We were back inside to tell stories and to learn to read those Beacon Readers.  

  Finally the bell to go home:  No 4 Wheel Drive at the gate -just 4 legs in the paddock if you were lucky 
enough to have a horse to take you home -otherwise (; just 2 legs to walk.) I rode off home by myself so 
excited to tell Mum and Dad about my first day at Maropiu School.  
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  OTHER MEMORIES FROM THOSE YEARS… 

 

 

Having real fun with my ‘Maori’ and ‘European’ mates: The mornings when kids from up the hill spilled off 
their horses or out of the cream truck into the school grounds: The Settlement Road kids arriving by walking 
or riding, I remember a couple from that track took a few days off school -unknown to their parents. I 
wonder if they are here today!  

  The Ahikiwi and close by district kids walking the roads and tracks all to meet our mates and learn 

The classroom: Drawing dahlias a special way- Jack Bartley's way almost to numbers. It's about all I can 
draw today.  

  Listening quietly to someone getting the strap next door: I learnt quickly that it was for 3 spelling 
mistakes or talking ‘Maori’:  ‘Hey ‘I'm a great speller now but my ‘Maori’ is not too good even though I had 
a little surreptitious help from my mates.  

  Remember our great school picnics in the Trounson paddock - sack races, egg and spoon races, Three  

Legged races:  all great fun.  

  On one occasion during the time that Dad (George Morrish) was chairman of the school committee he 
donated a fat lamb as a prize for the raffle. 

I sold tickets all day and thought I had done really. When it was drawn at the end of the day -I won it but 
Dad did not allow me to have it as I had been too involved!  

Remember our swimming in the Kaihu stream and the eel filled black holes at the Hume’s place with the 
Robinsons and Kerr’s.  

  Remember our fortnightly ride on the train to Technical classes, in Dargaville and meeting those other 
kids on the train from Donnelly's Crossing, Aranga, Kaihu and Mamaranui. The only other ride on the train 
was to the dental clinic in Dargaville -not nearly as much fun. .  

  Remember our dances and fancy dress parties with talented local singers, pianists, musicians etc: Dad as 
MC and playing his mouth organ. Later Scotty Simons and Louise Isaacs in Ahikiwi, Kaihu, Mamaranui and 
Waihue dance halls.  

  At Maropiu School we had many sports days and visiting days and were taught to play many games. We 
were proud of our school and our people -no fights, no way were we made to feel threatened by one 
another. I think this reflected the community at that time.  

It was during the depression years - We fed and worked with each other. Among the mist and rain of 
Tutamoe and the kauri trees we learnt, lived and survived.  

  Maropiu School was a wonderful place and how lucky I was to grow up here. I will never forget  

But I know that some of my mates who had difficulty with spelling and especially those who were 
punished for speaking their own language may have seen it differently.  

 

KIA O RA,   NOHO RA 
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LEFT:  BOARD TREASURER DANNY PATUAWA, SPEAKING ON 

BEHALF OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

 

  First, I would like to acknowledge the Minister who opened 
proceedings for today Rev Des Olney (Ex Principal), Our kaumatua Mr 
Taoho Nathan for his welcome to the people, previous speakers and to 
all those who have attended this weekend’s festivities a warm and 
hearty welcome. 

Kaihu (Maropiu) School for the past years has undergone some 
turbulent times but since the appointment of the Board there has seen   
many positive changes. 

  The Board would like to thank the staff and community for their 
contribution. 

  The board, since their appointment, has had to take on a more 
hands on approach to the running of the school which has seen many   
changes both positive and controversial. 

  Previously it was under the management of the MOE who appointed 
a Commissioner, Mr Peter King, our current mayor and guest speaker 

The roll at our time of appointment was between 18/25 over time 
there was a considerable decline in numbers. 

But with the work of committed Staff, board and community we have slowly been able to claw back our 
position which had seen the roll to 40 to our current position of 28. 

  At this time I would like to acknowledge previous principals and teachers who played an equally 
important role within our school's history and to the community, especially Herb Rata. Herb was 
instrumental in the establishment of the Kaihu Valley Football Club and his feats were legendary. 

 It was part of his recruitment policy for his teachers were to ask if they played rugby and what position. 
Most said yes and were wingers. 

They were appointed and then placed in the forwards in Herbs own words to toughen them up and 
introduce them to the Kaihu lifestyle. This showed the ability of school and community together. 

  The school as it stands today has undergone a successful review by ERO which has seen it receive rave 
reviews and acknowledgements. 

  This is a tribute to the staff, principal and board, but there is still a lot of work to be done 
  The school is dependent on our community and that support is critical to see it survive in the future. 
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SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunday, appropriately saw the 
celebrations wind up with a memorial 
church service, conducted by the 
reverends George Patuawa and Des 
Olney collection form the service was 
donated to the school for shade sails. 

 
Prayers noted the special occasion 

“On this centennial weekend, we 
thank you heavenly Father for our 
school and this gathering. We praise 
you for the joy and dedication of those 
who had the vision to build this school 
and those who have worked tirelessly 
throughout its life. We remember 
those former students and staff 

members who are unable to be with us and those who have since died. 
 
“We ask that you continue to send your blessing on this school and all who teach and learn, inspire them 

with earnest desire for the truth; give them the spirit of discipline and brotherly sympathy, that they may 
learn one from another, and that they may continue to grow in wisdom and understanding, now and 
forever. Amen”  

 
Lunch concluded the centennial celebrations, with former students, staff, friends and well-wishers then 

returning home from a weekend which re-acquainted them with their school and each other and allowed 
old friendships and stories to be revived.   

 
All agreed the first hundred years had been acknowledged in style and wished Kaihu Valley School well 

for the future. 
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PUPILS THROUGH THE DECADES 

 
 

 
LEFT: 1926 -1936                  RIGHT: 1937- 1947 

 

 
 
 

 
 

BELOW: 1948-1958
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LEFT: 1959-1969 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

LEFT: 1970-
1980 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

LEFT BELOW: 1981-1991.   RIGHT BELOW: STUDENTS OF TODAY
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SCHOOL PALS RE-UNITED AFTER FORTY YEARS 


